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Highly-disperse nanoparticles are often used to catalyze chemical reactions. Un-
fortunately, not all nanoparticles have the same size and shape, but show a rela-
tively large distribution. Since the electronic properties of nanoparticles are cor-
related with their morphology, experimental measurements usually represent the
averaged behavior of (almost) the entire ensemble of particles. This limits our
understanding of the ongoing processes and makes direct comparison with theo-
retical studies difficult.
One way out of this dilemma is the formation of well-defined nanostructures or
facets on single-crystal surfaces, which provide a reproducible basis and model
systems for studying structural sensitivity in catalytic reactions.
Faceting, a form of self-assembly of nanometer-scale structures, occurs when an
initially planar surface converts to a ”hill-and-valley” structure, exposing new
crystal faces of nanometer-scale dimensions. While clean surfaces rarely facet,
adsorbate-induced faceting of surfaces, driven by the anisotropy of surface free
energy, is a general phenomenon observed in many systems [1–3]. Usually, the
resulting facets have more closely-packed surface structures than the original
planar substrate, and the overall surface energy is reduced by facet formation,
even though the total surface area may be increased. Although the enhancement
of the anisotropy in surface free energy is the thermodynamic driving force for
facet formation, in most cases this process is hindered by kinetic limitations.
Therefore, not only is a critical adsorbate coverage required but also a minimum
annealing temperature, allowing the system to overcome all kinetic barriers in
the process of facet formation.
Studies of adsorbate-induced faceting can deepen our understanding of the sta-
bility of surfaces in contact with a reactive gas environment, which is essential
for selecting and controlling a desired surface morphology. Faceted surfaces have
also been used as model systems to study structural sensitivity in catalytic reac-
tions [4–6] and may be used as templates to grow nanostructures [7, 8].
So far, adsorbate-induced faceting has been studied experimentally on various
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metal surfaces such as W(111) [1,2], Mo(111) [9,10], Ni(210) [11,12], Pt(210) [13],
Ir(210) [14], Rh(553) [15], Re(112¯1), and Re(123¯1) [16, 17], as well as vicinal Cu
surfaces [18–21].
To understand the influence of differently strong interacting adsorbates on the
surface morphology of transition metals, Dr. Hao Wang in the group of Prof. Dr.
Theodore E. Madey from the Rutgers University has characterized faceting of
Re(112¯1) in the presence of oxygen and nitrogen using LEED and STM [7]. Dos-
ing a large amount of oxygen (exposure > 100L) at temperatures between 900
and 1000K, the planar Re(112¯1) surface converts to a morphology with four-sided
nanoscale pyramids exposing faces of (011¯0), (101¯0), (011¯1), and (101¯1) orienta-
tions (Fig. 1.1). Regarding nitrogen, which was introduced by exposing the system
to ammonia at temperatures above 600K, the initially planar Re(112¯1) surface
becomes completely faceted at 900K and a pressure of 5× 10−10 atm. The facets
that appear were characterized as ridge-like structures with faces having (134¯2)
and (314¯2) orientations (Fig. 1.2). Interestingly, the facets resulting from nitrogen







Figure 1.1: STM (a) and x-slope (b) images of the faceted Re(112¯1) surface prepared
by oxygen adsorption (exposure of 300L) at 1000K. Both figures show a surface area





Figure 1.2: STM (a) and x-slope (b) images of the faceted Re(112¯1) surface prepared
by ammonia adsorption (exposure of 300 L) at 900K. Both figures show a surface area
of 1000 A˚×1000 A˚. From ref. [7].
3Similar studies by Dr. Ivan Ermanoski in the group of Prof. Madey showed that
O adsorption can induce faceting of Ir(210) [14,22]. Starting with planar Ir(210),
which is a relatively open surface, and depositing oxygen at coverages > 0.5ML,
he could produce three-sided nanopyramids (Fig. 1.3) by annealing the O-covered




Figure 1.3: x-slope STM image (1000 A˚×1000 A˚) of O-covered faceted Ir(210) pre-
pared by flashing Ir(210) in O2 (5×10−8 Torr) to T >1700 K and subsequent cooling in
O2 to 300 K. Following a flash annealing in O2, facets form as the crystal cools below
∼1150 K. From ref. [23].
There have been some advances in the theory of faceting. Oleksy has recently
applied a simple solid-on-solid model [24–27] to study the adsorbate-induced
faceting of different bcc (111) surfaces [28]. Using Monte Carlo simulations and
assuming a constant coverage of one physical ML, his calculations showed that
the facet size increased with annealing temperature and that disordered phases
became relevant at higher temperatures. Furthermore, his simulations on the
faceting–defaceting transition indicated a reversible process involving a hystere-
sis effect in the surface formation energy with respect to an alternating heat
treatment. Besides mesoscopic approaches, first principles electronic structure
calculations have also been used to provide information on the overlayer-induced
faceting of few surfaces [29–32]. These studies in general showed that strongly
interacting adsorbates enhanced the anisotropy in the surface free energy of both
planar and faceted surfaces. However, these approaches have never been applied
to open surfaces such as Re(112¯1) and Ir(210). In addition, the influence of pres-
sure and temperature of the gas environment cannot be treated using these ap-
proaches.
In this thesis, motivated by experiments performed in the group of Prof. Madey,
adsorbate-induced faceting of Re(112¯1) and Ir(210) has been studied using the ab
initio atomistic thermodynamics approach in conjunction with density functional
theory calculations. This approach allows us to evaluate the stability of surfaces
in contact with a surrounding gas atmosphere under various temperature and
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pressure conditions.
This work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the theoretical methods are de-
scribed. Chapter 3 summarizes experimental results on the faceting of Re(112¯1)
and Ir(210), while Chapter 4 shows the studies of properties of the rhenium bulk
and clean surfaces, which are involved in faceting by forming four-sided pyramids
(Re(101¯0) and Re(101¯1)) and ridge-like structures (Re(134¯2)) as well as planar
surface (Re(112¯1)). The adsorption of O and N on the Re surfaces are the sub-
ject of Chapter 5. Here different overlayers and coverages are investigated. For the
close-packed Re(101¯0) and Re(101¯1) surfaces, that showed indications for recon-
structions, we also investigated these reconstructions. The obtained energies for
all clean and adsorption systems are then used in Chapter 6 to construct phase di-
agrams for surface faceting on Re(112¯1) in the presence of an O or N atmosphere.
In Chapter 7, we report oxygen-induced faceting of Ir(210). There calculations on
the oxygen adsorption on Ir(210), (311), and (110) surfaces are discussed, con-
cluding with the corresponding surface phase diagram for the faceting of Ir(210).
Chapter 2
Method
2.1 The Many-Body Problem
Many properties of materials that are of interest for physicists and chemists can
be obtained by solving the many-body Schro¨dinger equation. This equation in
stationary, non-relativistic treatment can be written as
HΨ(riσi,RI) = EΨ(riσi,RI), (2.1)
where H is the Hamilton operator, Ψ(riσi,RI) the many-body wave function, E
the total energy of the system, σi the spin coordinate of electron i, and finally
ri and RI denote the spatial coordinate of electron i and nucleus I, respectively.































| ri −RI | , (2.2)
where MI is the mass and ZI the atomic number of nucleus I and finally Nn and
Ne are the total numbers of nuclei and electrons in the system. Here we have two
species (electrons and nuclei), which interact with each other and themselves. It is
difficult to solve such coupled system, since the motion of any particle is influenced
by all others. Except for simple systems such as a hydrogen atom, the solution of
eq. (2.1) with the corresponding Hamiltonian defined by eq. (2.2) is non-trivial
for most materials that consist of several electrons and nuclei. Therefore, in order
to solve realistic problems different approximations have to be applied.
1Equations have been expressed in atomic units throughout this thesis.
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2.2 Born–Oppenheimer Approximation
Within the Born–Oppenheimer (BO) approximation (introduced by Max Born
and J. Robert Oppenheimer in 1927 [33]) the electronic and ionic degrees of free-
dom are decoupled. It is based on the fact that the nuclei are much more massive
than the electrons. Therefore, it is assumed that electrons would instantaneously
follow the motion of the nuclei. Consequently, on the time-scale of the motion of
the electrons, the ions appear almost stationary. With this assumption the total
wave function of eq. (2.1) can be written as
Ψ(riσi,RI) = ψe(riσi, {RI})ψn(RI) (2.3)
where ψe(riσi, {RI}) and ψn(RI) are the electronic and nuclei wave functions, and
{RI} denotes that nuclear spatial coordinates are parameters and not variables.





















| ri −RI |
)
ψe(riσi, {RI})













| RI −RJ | + Ee(RI)
)
ψn(RI) = Etotψn(RI). (2.5)
In eq. (2.4), He and ψe do not depend on the momenta of the nuclei, but only on
their positions. In the case of negligible non-adiabatic effects, this approximation
usually introduces a very small error to the energies and for heavier elements
this inaccuracy becomes even smaller [34]. Applying this approximation, we can
restrict ourselves to the electronic part (eq. (2.4))2, which can be solved exactly
only for one-electron systems. Thus, we need further approximations for systems
with many electrons. There exist many attempts to solve the Schro¨dinger equation
from first-principles (ab initio). Two common types of ab initio methods are the
wave-function-based and the density-based approaches [35], which both have been
applied extensively in material science.
2.3 Wave-Function-Based Methods
Hartree–Fock (HF) theory, which is the starting point for most quantum
chemistry methods, is a wave-function-based method. In this theory, the total
2Although eq. (2.4) is main electronic contribution, in practice, we usually also consider the
second term of eq. (2.5).
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wave function is approximated by a single Slater determinant formed from a
set of orthonormal single-particle orbitals. By minimizing the expectation value
of the Hamiltonian with respect to the wave function, we can obtain both the
energy and the wave function. In the HF method, exchange interaction, which
is the consequence of imposing Pauli’s principle on the electrons of like spin,
is captured completely. This is because the many-body wave function (Slater
determinant) fulfills the Pauli exclusion principle. The HF theory does not
take into account the correlation coming from the Coulomb repulsion between
electrons of like and unlike spins. Thus the calculated total energy is always
larger than the exact total energy.
Although electron correlation contributions are very small, they usually affect the
chemical properties of the considered system. In wave-function-based quantum
chemistry, there are several ways to treat the correlation between electrons:
configuration interaction (CI) [36], coupled cluster (CC) [37] or perturbation
theory (such as MP2 and MP4) [38].
2.4 Density-Based Methods
Instead of employing many body wave functions, density-based methods use the
electron density as the basic variable to evaluate the total energy and other
properties. A well known density-based approach is the density-functional theory
(DFT), which was introduced by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964 [39] and further
developed by Kohn and Sham in 1965 [40]. The origin of the widely used DFT
method goes back to the works of Thomas and Fermi (TF). Therefore, before
describing the DFT approach itself, we briefly review the TF model.
2.4.1 The Thomas–Fermi Model
The many-body wave function of an Ne electron system ψ(r1σ1, ..., rNeσNe) is not
easy to calculate, since it depends on 4Ne coordinates (3Ne coordinates if spin is
not considered). To reduce this complexity Thomas and Fermi proposed a model
based on the electron density of the system ρ(r) as the basic variable [41,42].
The electron density of Ne electrons in a volume element dr1, is written as
ρ(r1) = Ne
∫
| ψ(r1σ1, r2σ2, ..., rNeσNe) |2 dσ1d(r2σ2)...d(rNeσNe). (2.6)
This electron density only depends on 3 instead of 3Ne spatial coordinates.
In the TF model, the ground-state (GS) total energy and other properties can
be expressed as functionals of the electron density. By assuming that the kinetic
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energy density is locally equal to that of a homogeneous electron gas, Thomas


















| r− r′ | drdr
′, (2.7)
where the first term is the kinetic energy of non-interacting electrons, the second
and third terms are the classical electrostatic energy of electron–nucleus attrac-
tion and electron–electron repulsion, respectively. The exchange energy, which
has no classical analogue, was included as an additional term to the TF model













In the resulting model (Thomas–Fermi–Dirac (TFD) model), the value of E[ρ]
is lower compared to that in the TF. This is due to the fact that the additional
exchange term in the TFD is negative. But even by considering this correction
the obtained total energies are not accurate, since the kinetic energy is poorly
described in this approach. Although the TF model was not very successful in
quantum chemistry and solid-state physics, it was the starting point for DFT in
the sense of using the electron density for solving the many-body problem.
2.4.2 The Hohenberg–Kohn Theorems
The theoretical basis of DFT are two fundamental theorems, which have been
formulated and mathematically proven by Hohenberg and Kohn [39] for non-
degenerate ground states.
According to the first theorem, the electron density uniquely determines the exter-
nal potential (the potential of the ions or nuclei), to within a constant. Therefore,
the total electronic energy of a system E can be expressed as a functional of the
electron density ρ
E[ρ] = T [ρ] +
∫
ρ(r)Vext(r)dr+ Eee[ρ], (2.9)
where T [ρ] is the kinetic energy functional and Eee[ρ] is the electron–electron
interaction energy and also a functional. By defining the Hohenberg–Kohn func-
tional:






The exact solution to the Schro¨dinger equation could be obtained if we had
an explicit expression for the universal functional of FHK[ρ]. Unfortunately this
expression is presently still unknown.
The electron–electron interaction Eee[ρ] can be written as
Eee[ρ] = J [ρ] + Encl[ρ], (2.12)
where the first term is simply the classical Coulomb repulsion and the second
one is the non-classical part, which contains self-interaction correction, exchange,
and Coulomb correlation energy.
The second Hohenberg–Kohn theorem provides the energy variational principle.
It states that the ground-state density ρ0(r) is the density that minimizes E[ρ]
E0 = E[ρ0(r)] ≤ E[ρ(r)] (2.13)
with the following conditions on the electron density ρ(r)
ρ(r) ≥ 0 and
∫
ρ(r)dr−Ne = 0. (2.14)
The minimization of energy functional, which fulfills the Euler–Lagrange equation









where the Lagrange multiplier µ is the chemical potential of the electrons. Al-
though by using this formulation all ground-state properties can be obtained
exactly, the Hohenberg–Kohn theorems do not tell us how to find the universal
functional FHK[ρ]. Later on, Kohn and Sham [40] found rather accurate approx-
imations for FHK[ρ]. After them many others continued and are continuing this
work.
2.4.3 The Kohn–Sham Approach
To approximate the universal functional FHK[ρ] defined by eq. (2.10), Kohn and
Sham decomposed the exact kinetic energy functional T [ρ] into two parts:





< φi | ∇2 | φi > (2.16)
in which φi is a set of one-electron wave functions.
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2. Whatever needed to describe the neglected interactions in this non-
interacting system (T − Ts).
The second contribution is a small correction and together with the non-classical
part of the electron–electron interaction Encl are defined as exchange–correlation
energy
Exc[ρ] = (T [ρ]− Ts[ρ]) + (Eee[ρ]− J [ρ]). (2.17)
With this definition the energy functional eq. (2.9) can be written as
E[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +
∫
ρ(r)Vext(r)dr+ Jee[ρ] + Exc[ρ]. (2.18)
Finding suitable expressions for the Exc[ρ] term is the main challenge in DFT
development, since it consists of all contributions which so far are not known









Veff(r) = Vext(r) +
∫
ρ(r′)
| r− r′ |dr
′ + Vxc(r), (2.20)











φi = ²iφi, (2.22)





| φi(r) |2, (2.23)
where the summation runs over all occupied orbitals (occ). The eqs. (2.20), (2.22),
and (2.23) are known as Kohn–Sham equations.
Here, Veff depends on ρ(r) that we are seeking for. To solve this problem we
start with a guessed ρ(r), determine Veff from eq. (2.20) and then obtain a new
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ρ(r) from eqs. (2.22) and (2.23). This procedure is then repeated until ρ(r) is
converged and the total energy is obtained3.
We could determine the exact total energy from the DFT method, if we would
possess the exact exchange–correlation energy functional. Since this is not the
case, one must approximate this functional. The problem of finding more accurate
expression for this contribution is still a great challenge in DFT.
2.4.4 Exchange–Correlation Functionals
A simple approximation method for calculating the exchange–correlation term
is called the local-density approximation (LDA). In the LDA, the exchange–
correlation energy of an inhomogeneous system is obtained by assuming that the
density locally can be treated as a uniform electron gas. The exchange–correlation




where ²xc(ρ(r)) is the exchange–correlation energy per particle of the homoge-
neous electron gas and can be splitted into exchange and correlation terms
²xc(ρ(r)) = ²x(ρ(r)) + ²c(ρ(r)). (2.25)











The correlation component ²c has been determined by Monte Carlo (MC) calcu-
lations for a uniform electron gas considering a number of different densities [34].
Although one might expect that the LDA is only valid for a slowly varying den-
sity that can locally be treated as a uniform electron gas, experience shows that
this approximation is surprisingly successful in a wide range of problems in solid-
state physics and materials science. However, for highly inhomogeneous systems,
the LDA results are usually not very accurate. It is well known that in the LDA
binding and cohesive energies are overestimated while bond lengths and lattice
constants are underestimated.
An improvement to the LDA is the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA)
in which, in addition to the density, the gradient of the density, ∇ρ(r), is included
EGGAxc [ρ] =
∫
ρ(r)²xc (ρ(r),∇ρ(r)) dr. (2.27)
3This iterative process is known as the self-consistent field (SCF) approach.
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One form of GGA introduced by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [44] is





















γ ' 0.031091; β ' 0.066725; A = β
γ
1









Here t is a dimensionless density gradient.




where ²unifx (ρ) is the exchange energy per particle of a homogeneous electron gas





Finally, the function Fx(s) is





where κ = 0.804 and µ ' 0.21951.
In this work, we carried out GGA calculations using the PBE functional. We
also performed some of the calculations using the LDA functional. By compar-
ing the results provided by different functionals, one usually can estimate the
uncertainties arising from Exc for the computed quantities of interest.
2.5 Periodic Systems
Although the many-body problem has been simplified by employing DFT, cal-
culating an extended systems still remains a formidable task. When studying
extended systems, we have to obtain a wave function for each of the infinite num-
ber of electrons in the solid and an infinite basis set is also required to expand
each of these wave functions. In order to make the problem tractable, we assume
periodic boundary conditions and apply the Bloch theorem [45].
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2.5.1 The Supercell Approach
To model a periodic system, the smallest possible unit cell representing the sys-
tem is chosen and periodically repeated over all space. For the bulk materi-
als this box of atoms is mostly set up by using the primitive unit cell of the
crystal. For a surface the periodicity in direction perpendicular to the surface
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the
supercell approach for modeling a surface.
is broken. In the present work, in
order to maintain the periodicity in
this direction, surfaces are modeled
by a periodic 3D structure contain-
ing crystal slabs separated by vac-
uum regions (see Fig. (2.1)). In this
so-called supercell approach the sur-
faces are represented by the period-
ically repeated slabs. Note that it is
essential to ensure that the interac-
tion between neighboring slabs are
decoupled by using a wide enough
vacuum. A slab must be also thick
enough to avoid the interactions of
the two surfaces of slab via the bulk
crystal. Therefore, the convergence
of the vacuum size and slab thick-
ness need to be carefully tested (see
Appendix A).
2.5.2 Bloch Theorem
The Bloch theorem states that each electronic wave function in a periodic solid




where k is the wave vector that lies inside the first brillouin zone (Bz) and the
index n, which is called the band index, labels the wave functions for the given k.
The function un,k(r) has the periodicity of the supercell and can be expanded






where the wave vectors G are reciprocal lattice vectors fulfilling the following
condition
G · L = 2piν. (2.36)
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Here L are lattice vectors and ν is an integer number. Using the expression of eq.






On the basis of this theorem, for a periodic system, one can expand the Kohn–
Sham wave functions by plane waves. Important advantages of plane waves are
as follows: (i) they are mathematically simple and (ii) they are not biased to any
specific position in the considered structure. All calculations of this work were
performed using plane wave basis sets.
2.5.3 Sampling of The Brillouin Zone
The physical quantities of a system, such as the electron density and total energy,
are obtained by performing integration in reciprocal space. Numerically, the in-
tegral over the Brillouin zone in reciprocal space can be transformed into a sum








The error introduced by this approximation can be minimized if a sufficiently
dense set of k-points is used, but the computational effort grows quickly with
the number of k-points. Therefore, it is crucial to test the convergence of the
results with respect to the number of k-points and choose an appropriate mesh
size to reach reasonable accuracy while using few computational resources. There
are several methods to construct such k-point meshes. In the present work the
scheme proposed by Monkhorst and Pack [46] is used in which a homogeneous
grid of k-points is generated in the Brillouin zone and along the three axes in
reciprocal space.
2.5.4 Plane Waves
In principle, infinite number of plane waves are required to obtain the electronic
wave function exactly. However, in practice, a finite number of plane waves will
give sufficiently accurate results. Thus, electronic wave functions can be expanded
in plane waves with kinetic energies up to a certain cutoff, Ecutoff ,
1
2
| k+G |2≤ Ecutoff . (2.39)
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Employing a finite basis set introduces a new source of inaccuracy, which can be
reduced by increasing the number of plane waves. Therefore, appropriate con-
vergence tests have to be performed in order to find an Ecutoff above that the
calculated property is converged to the required accuracy. In the following sec-
tion, we show that applying pseudopotential (PP) approximation enables us to
have accurate results by taking into account even fewer number of electrons.
2.6 Pseudopotential Method
Valence wave functions (ψv) show very large oscillations in the core region, since
they must maintain the orthogonality with core states (ψc). A large number of
plane waves would be required to reproduce the oscillations as well as to expand
the core wave functions. It is well known that valence electrons determine most
physical and chemical properties of solids, while the core electrons are tightly
bound to the nucleus and their participation in bonding is only indirect. Thus,
within the frozen core (FC) approximation [47], it is sufficient to calculate only the
valence electrons explicity. The pseudopotential (PP) methods start with the FC
approximation. In PPs, the potential of core electrons and ions (V = Vcore+Vion)
are replaced by a weaker pseudopotential (V ps) inside a defined cutoff radius rc.
Outside rc the V
ps is assumed to be identical to the real potential. In addition,
a pseudo wave function (φps) is constructed so that it becomes equal to the all
electron wave function (ψ) beyond rc and nodeless inside the rc.
Most pseudopotential calculations are based on either norm-conserving pseudopo-
tentials (NCPP) or, more recently, ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USPP). All the
results in the present study were obtained by employing the USPP. Since the
concept of the USPP has a close relation to the NCPP, we first briefly describe
the latter type.
2.6.1 Norm Conserving Pseudopotentials
Norm-conserving pseudopotentials are constructed to satisfy the following re-
quirements [48]:
1. True and pseudo valence eigenvalues agree for a chosen atomic configura-
tion.
2. True and pseudo wave functions match outside a chosen rc.
3. Norm of the true and pseudo wave functions are equal inside rc (norm-
conservation).
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4. The logarithmic derivatives of the true and pseudo wave functions agree at
rc.
5. The first derivative of the logarithmic derivatives of the true and pseudo
wave functions with respect to the energy match at rc.
The last three conditions ensure for an improved transferability among a variety
of atomic configurations. Despite the success of NCPP in many systems, still
a very large number of plane waves is needed to expand the wave functions in
transition metals and first-row elements. For computational purposes, it is very
important to reduce the size of the basis set as much as possible. It means that
the pseudopotentials have to be chosen as soft (smooth) as possible to save the
computational effort without compromising accuracy. One method, which can be
used for this purpose, is the Ultrasoft Pseudopotential method.
2.6.2 Ultrasoft Pseudopotentials
Ultrasoft pseudopotentials were introduced by Vanderbilt [49] as an alternative
to NCPPs that were discussed in the previous section. In this scheme, similar to
NCPPs the real and pseudo wave functions match beyond rc, while inside this
cutoff radius the norm-conservation condition is removed. Relaxing this constrain
allows one to use much smaller basis set in the calculations, but this introduces
the following complication: the norm of the pseudo wave functions is not equal to
that of the true wave functions for r < rc and the pseudo charge density cannot
be calculated simply by
∑
i | φpsi (r) |2. In order to calculate the pseudo charge
density we have to add an augmentation charge (inside the core region), ρau, to




| φpsi (r) |2 +ρau(r). (2.40)












| r− r′ | drdr
′ + Exc[ρ(r)], (2.41)
where T is the kinetic energy operator, Vloc is the local part and Vnonloc the non-




D(0)uv | βu〉〈βv |, (2.42)
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where the functions, βu, and the coefficients, D
(0)
uv , together with Vloc determine
the PP. The βu are constructed in terms of spherical harmonics multiplied by






Quv(r)〈φpsj | βu〉〈βv | φpsj 〉, (2.43)
where the Quv(r) are local augmentation functions in the core regions, which
will be discussed later.
Generating USPPs [50]: For generating ultrasoft pseudopotentials all-electron
(AE) calculations are performed for a reference configuration. The Schro¨dinger
equation is solved for a set of reference energies Elmj. After the all-electron wave
functions (ψlmj) have been obtained, pseudo wave functions are generated such
that they match ψlmj at rc. A smooth local potential, Vloc, is also determined
such that it agrees with AE potential beyond rc. Then local wave functions are
defined as
|χlmj〉 = (Elmj − T − Vloc) |φpslmj〉. (2.44)
χlmj is zero at r > rc, where Vloc and φ
ps
lmj become equal to VAE and ψlmj,
respectively.
Then the charge augmentation function is determined
Quv(r) = ψ
∗
u(r)ψv(r)− φpsu ∗(r)φpsv (r). (2.45)
Here u and v run over the {lmj}. By constructing the matrix Buv = 〈φpsu | χv〉,





The remaining components of the PP are obtained by the identity formula[
T + Vloc +
∑
uv
Duv | βu〉〈βv |
]





quv | βu〉〈βv |
]
| φpsu 〉,(2.47)
whereDuv = Buv+Evquv. Once theDuv are determined, one can find the non-local
coefficients (see eq. (2.42))
D(0)uv = Duv −
∫
V (r)ρ(r)dr (2.48)
and the local part of the PP
V ionloc (r) = Vloc(r)−
∫
ρ(r′)
| r− r′ |dr
′ − Vxc(r). (2.49)
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2.7 Multiscale Modeling
In material science we may distinguish three different length and time scales:
1. The microscopic scale, where the electrons and atomic nuclei predominantly
determine the physical and chemical properties.
2. The mesoscopic scale, in which phenomenological theories are usually ap-
plied to microstructural elements such as grain boundaries and dislocations.
3. The macroscopic scale, where the continuum mechanics deals with quanti-
ties such as velocity, temperature, density, displacement, stress, and strain.
When we aim to determine the overall thermodynamics and properties of a
system, multiple lengths and time regimes must be taken into account. Bridging
the different scales to a more general framework is known as multiscale modeling
approach [51,52]. Such approaches enable us to study the properties of a system
across scales.
The behavior of materials at the macroscopic regime can be determined by the
interactions at the microscopic level. Here we employ DFT to treat electrons
at the microscopic scale. Statistical mechanics is then used as a theoretical
bridge between the microscopic and the macroscopic world. The stability of a
particular surface structure is given by its surface free energy, γ, which is the
energy required to create a unit surface area. In this work, the ab initio atomistic
thermodynamics approach is used [53–56] to evaluate the (p,T )-dependent
surface free energies from first principles. The surface free energies are then used
with the facet formation conditions (see Section 2.8) to study the stability of
different structures.
2.7.1 The ab initio Atomistic Thermodynamics Approach
DFT is a zero-temperature and -pressure technique and cannot be used to study
the influence of temperature and pressure on surface properties in the macroscopic
regime. But when combined with thermodynamic considerations it becomes an
applicable tool for predicting surface properties under realistic environmental
conditions at a specific temperature and pressure. Here, we discuss the thermo-
dynamic considerations which can be used to construct surface phase diagrams
for surface faceting.
We first assume that a surface is in thermodynamic equilibrium with different
phases (e.g., a surrounding gas phase environment or a macroscopic bulk phase)
that can give (or take) any amount of atoms to (or from) the surface without
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changing the temperature or pressure. The appropriate thermodynamic potential
for a (T , p)-ensemble is the Gibbs free energy G
G = U − TS + pV, (2.50)
where U is the internal energy and S is the entropy. The stability of different
surfaces can be compared through the surface free energy (γ), which is the en-
ergy required to create a unit surface area from the components (bulk and gas
phase). The most stable surface structure under given conditions (temperature
and pressure) is the one that has lowest surface free energy. This quantity can be
obtained by subtracting from the Gibbs free energy of the particular slab (Gsurf)
the Gibbs free energies of the components and normalizing to the surface area,
A, [56]










where µi(T, pi) is the chemical potential of the species of ith type, and Ni is
the number of atoms of the ith species in the considered reservoir. In this work,
indices O, N, and M refer to oxygen, nitrogen, and metal species. The chemical
potential of surrounding gas phase can be described by ideal gas laws, which then
enables us to relate µgas to specific temperatures and pressures. If we consider O2
as the surrounding gas reservoir (a similar approach can also be applied for other
gaseous environments) then we have














Here, EtotO2 is the calculated total energy of an isolated O2 molecule and µ¯O2(T, p
0)
is the standard chemical potential at temperature T , which includes all the contri-
butions from vibrations and rotations of the molecule, and the ideal gas entropy
at 1 atm. Although the standard chemical potentials can be calculated from first
principles, for the phase diagram, which will be discussed later, we used the cor-
responding µ¯O2(T, p
0) values from the JANAF thermodynamic tables [57].
The Gibbs free energy defined by eq. (2.50) can be written for solid phases as
G = Etot + Fconf + Fvib + pV, (2.53)
where Etot is the total energy, Fconf is the configurational free energy, and Fvib is
the vibrational free energy. The largest contribution to eq. (2.53) arises from the
first term Etot, which in the present work is obtained by DFT calculations. An
exact evaluation of Fconf needs large computational effort, since a huge number
of possible configurations of adatoms and substrate must be studied for a given
structure. This approach seems to be impractical for open surfaces, which have
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been studied here, with large number of adsorbate sites. Fortunately for suffi-
ciently low temperatures this term is usually much smaller than the total energy
term in eq. (2.53) and is almost negligible. The vibrational free energy contains
a zero point energy EZPE contribution and an entropy contribution Svib as
F vib(T, V,NM, NO) =
∫
dωF vib(T, ω)σ(ω) = EZPE − TSvib, (2.54)
where σ(ω) is the phonon density of state (DOS), and the frequency-dependent
function F vib(T, ω) is
F vib(T, ω) =
1
2





The vibrational contribution to the surface free energy, γvib, is then obtained
as the difference in the vibrational energy of atoms on the surface and in the
reservoirs












Although the entire phonon DOS for the surfaces can be obtained using DFT, in
the present work we use the Einstein model in which the phonon DOS is simply a
delta function at one characteristic frequency ω¯. If we assume that the vibrational
frequency of the metal atoms in the clean surface is similar to that in the adlayer
structure, then the vibrational contributions to γ coming from oxygen can be
estimated by [58]:










F vib(T, ω¯gasO2 )
]
, (2.57)
where ω¯surfi is the O–surface stretch frequency of the ith adsorbed oxygen in the
corresponding configuration and ω¯gasO2 is for the O2 molecule in the gas-phase. Us-
ing this approach the vibrational contributions to γ were estimated for the most
stable configurations determined in our calculations. In all cases, we found that
these contributions are rather small and they cause no modifications in the or-
dering of surface phases. Therefore, in the present work vibrational contributions
have not been included.
It can be seen from a dimensional analysis that the last term of eq. (2.53), pV
term, will be less than ∼ 0.001 meV/A˚2 for pressures up to 1 atm and can there-
fore be neglected.
Finally, we come to the conclusion that the temperature and pressure dependence
of the solid phases (surface and bulk) is expected to be much smaller than that of
gaseous phases, whose chemical potential dominates the T - and p-dependence of
the surface free energies. Therefore, the difference in the Gibbs free energy of the
slab and the bulk can be replaced by their corresponding total energies, which
then can be evaluated using first-principles approaches.
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2.8 Considerations on the Formation of Facets
A geometric way to determine the equilibrium crystal shape (ECS) of a system
has been proposed by Wulff [59]. If the orientation-dependent surface free energy
is known for the system, one can obtain the so-called Wulff plot, which is a polar
plot of surface free energy (γ) versus orientation. Then the ECS is given by the
inner envelope of planes perpendicular to the radius vector at each point of this
polar plot.
Further developments on the theory of the thermodynamic stability of crystal
surfaces have been made by Herring [60]. The important conclusion of Herring’s
work was:“If a given macroscopic surface of a crystal does not coincide in ori-
entation with some portion of the boundary of the equilibrium shape, there will
always exist a hill-and-valley structure, which has a lower free energy than a flat
surface, while if the given surface does occur in the equilibrium shape, no hill-
and-valley structure can be more stable.” Therefore, under certain conditions a
flat surface minimizes the overall γ by converting to a “hill-and-valley” structure,
exposing new crystal faces.
Since facet formation is thermodynamically driven, the important quantity is the
formation energy, which can be expressed as a sum of changes in the Gibbs free
energies, mainly related to surface, edge, corner, and strain contributions:
∆Gform = ∆Gsurface +∆Gedge +∆Gcorner +∆Gstrain + . . . (2.58)
In the case of facet formation on the initially planar surface, the first term,






f − Ainitialγinitial, (2.59)
where the initial surface is characterized by the surface free energy γinitial and an
overall surface area Ainitial, and the fth face of the facets accordingly by γfinal
and Afinal. The change in Gibbs free energy for edges and corners, ∆Gedge and










where the Γi is the edge free energy of the edge i with the length Li, while βj
and Wj are the corner free energy and the number of corners j, respectively. The
last term in eq. (2.58), ∆Gstrain, is related to elastic strain relaxation at the facet
edges.
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2.8.1 Edge and Corner Energy
Although, for certain systems, contributions from edges and corners have been
found to play a substantial role in the growth and stabilization of facets over
planar surfaces, the evaluation of these contributions is rather demanding for
atomistic calculations. We are not aware of any first-principles theoretical study
on edge and corner free energies. Note that edge energies defined here are differ-
ent from the step energies, which have been investigated extensively. For some
systems there exist experimental estimations of the edge energy. However, none
of this information is available for the structures studied in the present work.
For large facets the number of atoms in the edges and corners are considerably
less than that in the faces of the facets. In this case, the importance of edges
and corners is expected to be much smaller than that of surfaces, and therefore
usually omitted [61]. Consequently, so far, theoretical studies have been limited
to systems that show a high enough anisotropy in surface free energy but addi-
tionally small edge and corner energies [23]. In this thesis, we have also neglected
the contributions of edges and corners to the overall free energy.
2.8.2 Strain Contribution
For homogenous systems as studied here, the strain energy change is mainly due
to the elastic relaxation energy at crystal edges where the intrinsic surface stress
tensor ταβ has a discontinuity. The elastic energy as a function of strain ²xy is








where λijlm have the meaning of surface excess elastic moduli and m is the
coordinate-dependent unit vector normal to the surface at each point. Here
ταβ(m) has components only in the surface plane (α, β=1,2). The values of ταβ(m)
can be negative (compressive) or positive (tensile). For a compressive stress sur-
face relaxes by expansion, while for a tensile stress surface favors contraction near
the edges. The divergence of the surface stress tensor gives an effective force at
the crystal edges. This force causes the strain field, leading to the changes in the
stability of a faceted surface. However, the strain free energy near the edges of
large facets has usually negligible influence on the stability of the facets. There-
fore, through this study we have not accounted for these contributions to the
overall free energy.
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2.8.3 Facet Formation Condition
Assuming the facets to be large, the overall formation energy can be approxi-
mated by the surface contribution only. On the basis of this assumption with the
definitions of eqs. (2.58) and (2.59), facet formation should occur when





f − Ainitialγinitial < 0. (2.63)
Since, in the present case, facets showing different faces are formed on the initially
planar surface after adsorption of an adsorbate (e.g. gaseous), eq. (2.63) converts





· γfinalf (T, pgas) < γinitial (T, pgas) . (2.64)
Here, the parameters S specify the partial contributions of the different faces
to each nano-shaped facet, while ϑ are the tilt angles of the faces with respect
to the initial substrate, T is the temperature and pgas is the partial pressure of
the surrounding gas, whose adsorption induces the faceting. While all previously
mentioned parameters are either given by the experimental conditions (i.e., T
and pgas) or can be obtained by geometrical considerations (i.e., S and ϑ), the
remaining information required for eq. (2.64) are the surface free energies of the
initial substrate, as well as the faces of the final facets. To evaluate the different
surface free energies relevant to eq. (2.64), the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics
approach (see Section 2.7.1) can be used, which allows one to evaluate the stability





the Faceting of Re(112¯1) and
Ir(210)
The formation of facets on solid surfaces is generally driven thermodynamically by
the anisotropy in the surface free energy but limited by kinetics. Before discussing
specific faceted surfaces, we begin by summarizing several general characteristics
of faceting [23].
1. The spontaneous faceting of clean planar metal surfaces is not commonly
observed, because the anisotropy in surface free energy is generally too small
for an atomically-rough surface to form facets.
2. The faceting of initially planar surfaces is facilitated by the adsorption of
gases or metallic adsorption that enhance the anisotropy of the surface free
energy. The development of faceted structures on surfaces demonstrates
that the minimum in surface free energy does not imply a minimum in
surface area; the surface area of faceted substrates is often a few percent
higher than that of the original planar substrate. When 3-D faceted features
appear, the surfaces of the facets are generally more close-packed and in-
variably have a lower overall surface free energy than the initial atomically-
rough planar surface.
3. Although faceting is driven by thermodynamics, i.e., the minimization of
surface free energy, it is controlled by kinetic barriers (i.e., the kinetics
of diffusion and nucleation), meaning that mass transport generally limits
facet growth. In general, there is a material-dependent “temperature win-
dow” within which facets are observed. At low temperatures, an adsorbate-
covered surface can be metastable; as the temperature increases, kinetic
barriers to diffusion and nucleation are overcome and facets form. Facet
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sizes increase over a limited range of temperatures as the edge density
is minimized. At high temperatures, the desorption of adsorbates and/or
temperature-dependent surface free energies reduce the anisotropy of sur-
face free energy, and the surface relaxes back to planar.
A schematic of the faceting process is shown in Fig. 3.1. Faceting of an initially
planar surface with a relatively high surface free energy (i.e., a surface that is
rough on the atomic scale, such as bcc W(111), fcc Ir(210) or hcp Re(112¯1)) is
facilitated by the adsorption of gases and metallic adsorbates.
In the following sections (3.1–3.3), we will discuss oxygen and nitrogen-induced
faceting of Re(112¯1) that has been studied by Dr. Hao Wang [7] as well as oxygen-
induced faceting of Ir(210) that has been studied by Dr. Ivan Ermanoski [14,22]
in the group of Prof. Dr. Theodore E. Madey from the Rutgers University. They
investigated faceting of Re(112¯1) and Ir(210) by using LEED and STM. The
utilization of faceted surfaces in studying structure sensitive reactions (e.g., CO
oxidation or ammonia decomposition) and as templates for growth of metallic
nanostructures is the subject of Section 3.4.
Figure 3.1: A schematic of the faceting process on a planar surface. Facets form
when the adsorbate-covered surface is heated and kinetic barriers are overcome. From
ref. [23].
3.1 O/Re(112¯1)
For initially planar Re(112¯1), depositing oxygen at room temperature with expo-
sures less than 30 L, followed by annealing at elevated temperatures causes the
planar Re(112¯1) surface to become partially faceted with (112¯1) and (101¯0) faces
forming zig-zag chains (see Fig. 3.2). Dosing a larger amount of oxygen (expo-
sure > 100L) at temperatures between 900 and 1000K, the surface converts to a
morphology with four-sided nanoscale pyramids exposing faces of (011¯0), (101¯0),
(011¯1), and (101¯1) (see Fig. 3.3).
By performing LEED simulations, Wang et al. also proposed that the Re(101¯1)
faces on the oxygen-covered faceted Re(112¯1) surface are reconstructed and have
a (1×2) missing-row structure.
Although the oxygen-covered Re(101¯0) facets, which are formed on the four-sided
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Figure 3.2: STM image (1000 A˚×1000 A˚) of the partially faceted Re(112¯1) surface,
prepared by dosing 10 L O2 at 300K and annealing at 1000K. From ref. [7].
pyramids in addition to the Re(101¯1) facets, have not been investigated in details
by Wang et al., experimental studies for O adsorption on the planar Re(101¯0)
have been performed previously by Zehner et al. [63] and Lenz et al. [64].
In the first experiments, Zehner et al. showed the existence of facets parallel to
the (101¯1) plane after oxygen exposure (60000L) at pressures of 1.3× 10−7 atm
or higher and temperatures of T ≥ 888K. These facets were replaced by a (1×3)
overlayer on the initial (101¯0) surface at T ≥ 1298K. Later, Lenz et al. could
observe the (1×3) pattern after O adsorption for exposures higher than 4L (p <
10−13 atm). They additionally reported a variety of oxygen overlayers at lower cov-
erages: (2×3) for 0.3 L, c(2×4) for 0.7 L, (1×5) for 3.2 L, and (1×4)-2O for 3.7 L.
These overlayers were prepared by annealing the system at 520 < T < 650K.







Figure 3.3: STM (a) and x-slope (b) images of the faceted Re(112¯1) surface prepared
by oxygen adsorption (exposure of 300 L) at 1000K. Both figures show a surface area
of 1000 A˚×1000 A˚. From ref. [7].
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3.2 N/Re(112¯1)
Regarding nitrogen, which was introduced by exposing the system to ammonia at
temperatures above 600K, where it decomposes to leave only N atoms on the sur-
face, the initially planar Re(112¯1) surface becomes completely faceted at 900K
and a pressure of 5 × 10−10 atm. The facets that appear were characterized as
ridge-like structures with faces having (134¯2) and (314¯2) orientations (Fig. 3.4).
Therefore, the facets resulting from nitrogen adsorption on Re(112¯1) are substan-





Figure 3.4: STM (a) and x-slope (b) images of the faceted Re(112¯1) surface prepared
by ammonia adsorption (exposure of 300 L) at 900K. Both figures show a surface area
of 1000 A˚×1000 A˚. From ref. [7].
3.3 O/Ir(210)
Similar experimental studies have also been performed on oxygen-induced
faceting on Ir(210). When atomically-rough Ir(210) is covered with more than
a 0.5ML of oxygen and annealed to 600K, nanoscale three-sided pyramidal
facets grow and cover the surface [14,22]. LEED and STM (Fig. 3.5(a)) revealed
that these facets, which completely covered the surface, expose faces of Ir(311),
Ir(311¯), and Ir(110). Furthermore, the higher resolution STM-image 3.5(b)
showed that while the (311) and (311¯) faces are always unreconstructed,
some (110) faces are partially reconstructed. This so-called superstructure was
proposed to be a ”stepped double-missing-row”-(110) surface [65].
After facet formation, oxygen that still remains on the surface can be removed
by reaction with H2 at T = 400K [4]. During this reaction the nanopyramidal
surface structure is not affected, since the kinetic barrier of facet destruction
is not reached at these low temperatures. The clean nanofacets remain stable
up to ∼ 600K, and for higher temperatures the surface reverts to the original
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Figure 3.5: (a) STM derivative image (1000 A˚×1000 A˚) of O-covered faceted Ir(210)
prepared by flashing Ir(210) in O2 (5×10−8 Torr) to T > 1700K and subsequent cooling
in O2 to 300K. Following a flash annealing in O2, facets form as the crystal cools below
∼ 1150K. (b) STM scan (240 A˚×240 A˚) of one pyramid of O-covered faceted Ir(210),
showing the superstructure on the (110) facet. From ref. [23].
planar Ir(210). By changing the annealing temperature for the formation of
oxygen-covered faceted Ir(210), nanopyramids with average sizes ranging from 5
to 14 nm can be generated [5].
3.4 Applications of Faceted Surfaces
The faceted surfaces provide unsupported monometallic substrates with a well-
defined structure and controlled size, which can be used in studies of structure
sensitive reactions and as templates for growth of metallic nanostructures.
3.4.1 The Use of Faceted Surfaces to Study Structure
Sensitivity in Heterogeneous Catalysis
Nanoparticles that are often used to catalyze chemical reactions do not have the
same size and shape and show a relatively large distribution. On the other hand,
size distribution of facets is narrow and the average facet size is tunable by chang-
ing annealing temperature and time. In addition, structurally different surfaces
can be prepared from the same single crystal and the results of chemical reactions
from these facets and initially planar surface can be compared in situ. Therefore,
faceted surfaces are attractive model systems for heterogeneous catalysis.
There are many studies to show differences in surface reactions on planar and
faceted surfaces. Evidence has been found for structure sensitivity in n-butane
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hydrogenolysis on planar and faceted Pt/W(111) surfaces [66] as well as acetylene
reactions over planar and faceted Pd/W surfaces [67].
Recently, faceted Ir(210) has also been used for studies of surface reactions whose
rates are sensitive to atomic structure and/or nanoscale (facet) size: (i) NO de-
composition [68], (ii) CO oxidation [6], (iii) decomposition of H2 and NH3 [5],
and (iv) decomposition of acetylene [4]. The selected results are summarized as
follows:
1. Studies on the adsorption and decomposition of NO over planar Ir(210)
and nanofaceted Ir(210) with tunable facet sizes (5–14 nm) show structure
sensitivity in adsorption sites and thermal decomposition of NO on planar
Ir(210) versus those on faceted Ir(210). Significant differences are seen in
desorption rates of N2, NO, and N2O between the planar and the faceted
surfaces toward NO decomposition. On planar Ir(210) NO adsorbs on atop
sites for the entire NO coverage range. On faceted Ir(210) that contains
(110) and {311} faces, NO adsorbs on bridge and atop sites at low NO
coverage while only on atop sites at high NO coverage. No evidence has
been found for size effects in the thermal decomposition of NO over faceted
Ir(210) for average facet size ranging from 5 to 14 nm [5].
2. Structure sensitivity in CO oxidation on planar vs. faceted Ir(210) is evi-
denced by differences in desorption rates of CO2 between the planar and the
faceted surfaces. Similar to the case of decomposition of NO, CO oxidation
over faceted Ir(210) in not sensitive to average facet size.
3. The first observation of size effects in surface chemistry on an unsupported
monometallic catalyst with a well-defined structure and tunable size is
reported for decomposition of NH3 on faceted Ir(210).
3.4.2 The Use of Faceted Surfaces as Templates for
Nanostructure Growth
The faceted substrates have been used as nanotemplates for the growth of metallic
nanostructures and nanowires: Wang et al. [7,8] used O-covered faceted Re(123¯1)
as a nanotemplate for the growth of Co particles in 1-D arrays and found that
Co nanoparticles nucleate preferentially in the troughs (Fig. 3.6), but not atop
the ridges. These observations indicate that nanofacets could be promising candi-
dates for producing model supported catalysts with a controlled size. In addition,
it has been suggested by Gai et al. [69] that an excellent nanotemplate for growing
“quantum wires“ may be created after annealing certain crystallographic orienta-
tions of Si to a sufficiently high temperature. Later on, Ohmori et al. [70] showed
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that Ge nanowires are grown on an annealed Si surface, which has a “hill-and-
valley”-like structure.
Figure 3.6: STM image (3500 A˚×3500 A˚) showing 1-D arrays of Co clusters on a
faceted O/Re(123¯1) surface. From ref. [7].
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Chapter 4
Properties of Bulk and Clean
Surfaces
In this work, all first-principles calculations were performed with the CASTEP
(CAmbridge Serial Total Energy Package) code [71], which implements density
functional theory (DFT) within the plane-wave pseudopotential1 method as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. The exchange-correlation energies were evaluated with the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [44] form of the generalized-gradient approxi-
mation (GGA). In order to evaluate the influences coming from choosing the
PBE exchange-correlation functional, we repeated some of the calculations us-
ing the local-density approximation (LDA) functional. In addition, the geome-
tries of all structures were fully optimized (to < 0.03 eV/A˚) by using the BFGS
(Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno) [72] method, which has been implemented
in the CASTEP code.
4.1 Bulk Properties
To construct the unstrained surfaces within the supercell geometry we need to
calculate the equilibrium lattice constants of the bulk crystal. Another important
material property is the bulk modulus, which is the curvature of E(V) close to
the equilibrium volume and defined by the equation:







In theoretical calculations, the equilibrium atomic volume V0 and, accordingly, the
equilibrium lattice constants (a0, b0, and c0), as well as the bulk modulus B0 are
1For all atoms the core electrons were replaced by Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials
(USPP) [49].
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evaluated by fitting a set of energies for different unit cell volumes to an analytical
equation of state such as proposed by Murnaghan [73] or Rose [74]. According to
the Murnaghan equation of states, the dependence of the total energy E on the
unit cell volume V can be represented by the following relationship:

















where E(V0) is the energy at the equilibrium atomic volume of V0 and B
′
0 is the
derivative of the bulk modulus with respect to the pressure at p=0. For hexago-
nally close-packed (hcp) solids (a=b 6=c), the total energy of the bulk Etot(V, c/a)
is a function of both the volume and the ratio between the lattice vectors c and
a. In this case the total energy versus volume for several reasonably chosen c/a
close to the experimental values are evaluated. The c/a and V corresponding to
the minimum energy then determine the equilibrium lattice constants (a0 and
c0).
The cohesive energy is another basic property of the crystals and is defined as





Here, Ebulktot (a0, c0) is the total energy of bulk, which is obtained at the equilibrium
lattice parameters (a0, c0), E
atom
tot is the total energy of an isolated atom, andNatom
is the number of atoms in the bulk unit cell.
Another useful quantity that has been calculated in the present study is the




| 〈ϕα | φi〉 |2δ(²− ²i). (4.4)
Here, ϕα is a chosen localized function upon which the DOS is projected and the
sum goes over all eigenstates. In our calculations φi and ²i are the Kohn-Sham
orbitals and eigenvalues. In the ground-state of a metal, the one-electron levels
are occupied up to the Fermi level (with energy of EF) [75].
4.1.1 Bulk Rhenium
Rhenium is a 5d transition metal of group VII and has a lustrous silvery white
color. Its melting point (3180 ◦C) is the third highest among all elements [76]. The
equilibrium crystal structure of Rhenium is hcp with two atoms in the primitive
unit cell as shown in Fig. 4.1. The total number of electrons of a Re atom is 75 with
a half full 5d shell. The lattice parameters at room temperature are a=2.76 A˚ and
c/a=1.61 [77]. The cohesive energy (Ecoh) at 0K and 1 atm is –8.03 eV [77].
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Method a0 (A˚) c0 (A˚) B0 (Mbar) Ecoh (eV)
USPP (PBE) 2.78 4.48 3.65 –7.63
USPP (LDA) 2.73 4.41 4.05 –9.45
AE (PBE) 2.78 4.48 3.63 –7.70
AE (LDA) 2.74 4.42 4.06 –9.59
Expt. [77] 2.761 4.461 3.721 –8.032
1 at room temperature
2 at 0K and at 1 atm
Table 4.1: Calculated lattice parameters (a0 and c0), bulk modulus (B0), and cohesive
energy (Ecoh) of bulk Re, determined with USPP and AE approaches using the PBE
and LDA approximations, as well as comparison with experiment.
Figure 4.1: Three-dimensional unit cell
for Re (hcp).
The cohesive energy of Re bulk was cal-
culated from eq. (4.3). We first obtained
Eatomtot by performing spin-polarized
DFT calculations and using a fully non-
symmetric 16 A˚×17 A˚×20 A˚ supercell
with a single Re atom. The Brillouin
zones of the unit cell were sampled with
one k-point and a plane-wave basis set
with an energy cutoff of 380 eV was
used. Convergence tests (see Appendix
A) showed that using this energy cutoff
and Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh of
8×8×5 for Re bulk yield converged
results for both PBE and LDA. After
calculating Eatomtot , the following quantity was obtained versus V for several c/a





It can be seen that a value of c/a=1.61 gives the minimum of ∆E(a, c) for both
functionals. The equilibrium lattice constants (a0 and c0) and bulk modulus (B0),
as well as the cohesive energy (∆E(a0, c0)) were determined (at c/a=1.61) by us-
ing the Murnaghan equation of state. The results are given in Tab. 4.1, where
the experimental values are listed for comparison. For checking the accuracy of
the Re pseudopotential, these quantities were also calculated with a full-potential
all-electron (AE) approach using the WIEN2K code [78]. Comparison between
AE and ultrasoft pseudopotential (USPP) results shows no significant difference
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in the calculated Re bulk properties considering both PBE and LDA. In the fol-
lowing we will discuss our results based on the ultrasoft pseudopotential method.
The lattice constants of a0 and c0 with the GGA(PBE) calculations are about 0.7
and 0.5% larger than the experimental value, while LDA underestimates these
parameters by 1.1%. The calculated bulk modulus using PBE is only 1.9% lower
than the experimental value, while the LDA result is 8.9% larger. Therefore, sim-
ilar to the DFT-GGA results of other transition metals such as Ag, Pd, Rh, and
Cu [79–82], we found a slight overestimation of a0 and an underestimation of B0
compared to the corresponding experimental values. Furthermore, the cohesive
energy determined by PBE is significantly smaller (1.82 eV) than the LDA value
and better compares to experiments.
Figure 4.2: ∆E(a, c) versus volume for five different values of c/a, obtained on the
basis of GGA (PBE) (left) and LDA (right) functionals.
4.1.2 Density of States for Re Bulk
For transition metals the d-bands are gradually filled up when moving from left
to right of the corresponding series in the periodic table. Therefore, the position
of the Fermi level in DOS plots reflects the number of electrons occupying the
d-levels.
The calculated PDOSs of Re bulk are shown in Fig. 4.3. From this plot, the
following information is obtained:
• the d -band has considerably larger contributions to the total valence DOS
compared to s and p-orbitals;
• the d -band is narrower than free-electron-like s- and p-bands;
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• the integral of the d-band up to the Fermi energy is almost equal to that
above the Fermi energy. This reflects the fact that rhenium has a half-full
d -band.
Figure 4.3: Partial density of states (projected onto s, p, and d -orbitals) and total
density of states for rhenium bulk. The energy zero shows the Fermi level.
4.1.3 Bulk Rhenium Oxide
As discussed in Chapter 2, in our approach we consider oxygen adsorption on
single-crystal surfaces, which are in thermodynamic equilibrium with two reser-
voirs: crystal bulk and an O2 atmosphere. There is experimental evidence that
under specific conditions (i.e., gas exposure, temperature, and pressure condi-
tions) bulk oxides are formed [83]. In this case, the surface is in equilibrium with
the bulk oxide and our approach is not valid anymore. In order to determine the
thermodynamic conditions under which transition from on-surface adsorption to
bulk oxide formation occurs, we need to characterize the properties of the bulk
oxide structures.
The thermodynamic condition for formation of a bulk rhenium oxide (RexOy)






where gbulkRe is the Gibbs free energy per Re atom of the rhenium bulk and µ
gas
O is
the oxygen chemical potential. To obtain the (T , p)-dependent terms of µgasO (see
eq. (2.52)) we choose 1
2
EtotO2 as reference
∆µO(T, p) = µO(T, p)− 1
2
EtotO2 . (4.7)
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where the term in the square bracket equals the heat of formation2 of the bulk
oxide at zero temperature ∆Hf (T = 0K). The (T , p) dependence of the Gibbs
free energies of pure bulk and bulk oxide (solid phases) is insignificant compared




∆Hf (T = 0K, p = 0atm) < ∆µO, (4.9)
where ∆Hf (T = 0K, p = 0atm) can be obtained from DFT calculations.
The most common Re-oxides include: (i) ReO2, (ii) ReO3, and (iii) Re2O7. Ex-
perimental studies show that ReO2 is the only stable oxide phase at higher
Figure 4.4: Structure model of β-ReO2. The
Re and O atoms are represented by blue and
red spheres, respectively.
temperatures [84] and crystallizes
to monoclinic (α-ReO2) and or-
thorhombic (β-ReO2) structures.
The former system is stable only
at T ≤ 573 K and transforms into
the latter at higher temperatures
[85]. Fig. 4.4 shows the 3D view
of the β-ReO2 structure proposed
from X-ray data [85]. This struc-
ture has the space group of Pbcn.
We optimized the lattice param-
eters and internal coordinates of
atoms for β-ReO2 using the BFGS
algorithm. The calculated proper-
ties of β-ReO2 obtained with the
PBE and LDA approximations as
well as the corresponding experi-
mental values are summarized in Tab. 4.2. Here, we focused on the lattice con-
stants and the shortest bond lengths of Re–Re, O–O, and Re–O as well as the
heat of formation. Both PBE and LDA calculations were performed using the con-
verged Monkhorst-Pack grid of 5×4×5 k-points and an energy cutoff of 380 eV
(see Appendix A). Compared to the experimental values, DFT-PBE overesti-
mates a0, b0, and c0 by 1.3, 0.5, and 0.2%, while DFT-LDA underestimates these
parameters by 0.6, 1.3, and 1.5%. Not only the lattice constants but also the
2Heat of formation is defined as the energy released during the formation of a compound
from its constituents.
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theoretical bond lengths calculated with both functionals are in good agreement
with experiments. The heat of formation of 4.48 eV calculated using PBE agrees
well with the measured values (4.613 [84] and 4.68 [86] eV), while this quantity is
significantly overestimated by the LDA (5.90 eV). Therefore we expect that PBE
provides a better description for the binding energies, while both PBE and LDA
give reasonable results for bond lengths.
a0 b0 c0 dRe−Re dO−O dRe−O ∆Hf
DFT-PBE 4.87 5.67 4.61 2.61 2.62 1.99 4.48
DFT-LDA 4.78 5.57 4.53 2.56 2.57 1.95 5.90
Experiment [85] 4.8091 5.6431 4.6011 2.611 2.601 1.951 –
Experiment [84] – – – – – – 4.613±0.0022
Experiment [86] – – – – – – 4.68±0.042
1 at 293.15K
2 at 298.15K
Table 4.2: Calculated properties of bulk β-ReO2, determined with PBE and LDA,
as well as comparison with experiment. The lattice constants a0, b0, c0, the nearest
distance between Rhenium atoms dRe−Re and oxygen atoms dO−O, as well as the Re-O
bond length dRe−O are given in A˚ , while the heat of formation ∆Hf is in eV.
4.1.4 Bulk Rhenium Nitride
When a metal surface is in contact with a nitrogen atmosphere, bulk nitride
might be formed under specific nitrogen gas-phase conditions. Similar to the bulk
rhenium oxide, a bulk nitride structure (RexNy) is stabilized when the nitrogen
chemical potential ∆µN is larger than ∆Hf /y, where ∆Hf is the heat of formation
of bulk nitride per unit. There is experimental evidence that a stable Re-nitride
cannot be obtained directly from the elements [87].
4.2 Properties of the Clean Surfaces
The hexagonally close-packed (hcp) structures such as adopted by metallic rhe-
nium involve two interpenetrating Bravais lattices. In this kind of material, we
have two classes of atoms, which are distinguishable in their environment. As can
be seen from Fig. 4.1, the arrangement of atoms in the middle layer is different
from that in the bottom and top layers. Therefore, in most cases cleaving the
hcp crystal along a particular direction creates two different surface structures
depending on which kind of atoms are exposed (by displacing dividing plane).
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The four-index notation (ijkl) is usually used to denote a hcp surface plane. Each
index indicates the intersection of the considered plane with the x, y, u, and z
axes as represented in Fig. 4.1. Using this notation we label two different possible
terminations of Re surfaces by (ijkl)A and (ijkl)B.
In the simplest assumption, which is called the truncated bulk or ideal model, the
position of atoms after cleavage of any structure are exactly the same as in the
bulk. In this model, effects due to the reduction of the coordination number of
atoms at the surface is neglected. Usually two kinds of reconfigurations happen
after creating a surface: relaxations and/or reconstructions . Relaxation, which
occurs on most surfaces, involves changes in the separation between two layers
in the surface with respect to the bulk truncated structure. One simple model
to explain this effect was introduced by Finnis and Heine [88]. For the metal
surface, they proposed a small contraction for the first layer separation (d12) rel-
ative to the bulk termination. When a surface is formed by cleaving a crystal, the
electrons have a tendency to distribute more uniformly and reduce their kinetic
energy. This causes an inward electrostatic force on first layer ions, leading to a
surface contraction. This effect is more significant for rather open surfaces. Al-
though this model is most widely used to describe the top layer relaxation effect,
some surfaces show a deviating behavior. For example, both DFT calculations
and LEED analysis showed an expansion of d12 for Al(111) and Pt(111) [89].
On the other hand, reconstruction is referred to more pronounced changes in
the geometry of a surface and can lead to the following changes in the surface
structure of materials [75]:
1. Reducing the layer symmetry at a fixed layer atomic density. An example
is the c(2×2) reconstruction of W(100) [90–93].
2. Changing both the layer symmetry and layer atomic density. Examples are
hexagonal-reconstructions of fcc(100) surfaces of 5d metals (Ir, Pt, Au) [94].
3. Missing of atom-rows, leading to changes in the layer atomic density. An ex-
ample is the (1×2)-missing-row (MR) reconstruction of the fcc(110) surface
of 5d metals (Ir, Pt, Au) [95–101].
Reconstruction of transition metals is believed to be stabilized by the overlapping
of d electrons, which leads to formation of local bonds [102].
Experimental and theoretical studies show that on most transition metal surfaces
relaxation occurs, but reconstruction is observed quite rarely.
In some cases, missing-row reconstruction of a surface leads to the formation of
well-ordered nanostructures composing of narrow facets. Here, the strong ten-
dency towards stable microfacets and nanofacets seems to be the driving force
for such surface reconstruction: An example is reconstruction of Ir(110) sur-
face [103, 104]. Under specific conditions a massive reconstruction occurs and
an initially planar surface converts to a ”hill-and-valley” structure, exposing new
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crystal faces of nanometer scale dimensions. This kind of faceting is driven by
surface thermodynamics (anisotropy of surface free energy), but controlled by
kinetics (diffusion and nucleation). Surfaces can spontaneously rearrange to min-
imize their total surface energy (by developing facets), even if this involves an
increase in surface area. The spontaneous faceting of clean planar metal surfaces
is not commonly observed, because the anisotropy in surface free energy is gener-
ally too small for a surface to form facets. However, when the surface is covered
by gaseous or metallic impurities, the anisotropy in surface free energy can be
enhanced considerably [23].
Motivated by experimentally observed facets on Re(112¯1), we focused on differ-
ent surfaces that are involved in the facet formation. Figs 4.6–4.8 present 3D,
top, and side views of the two different possible terminations of surfaces stud-
ied in the present work: Re(101¯0), Re(101¯1), Re(112¯1), and Re(134¯2). For more
close-packed surfaces, (101¯0) and (101¯1), the probable missing-row reconstructed
configurations, which have been observed on surfaces of 5d metals, are also con-
sidered.
While for the (101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2) surfaces of a hcp crystal the interlayer
separations are alternatingly long and short, for the (112¯1) orientation, all layer
distances are equal. As mentioned above, after a surface is created topmost atom
layers are usually displaced in the direction normal to the plane. Here, the change
in the separation of layers i and j (dij) due to relaxation is given by:
∆dij =
(dij − dbulkij )
dbulkij
× 100, (4.10)
where dbulkij is the corresponding bulk truncated value of dij. Note that a positive
(negative) value of ∆dij represents expansion (contraction) of the interlayer dis-
tance.
Low energy-electron diffraction (LEED) is a valuable experimental tool to study
the surface structure of materials. LEED is a widely used method for analyzing
the size and symmetry of the unit cell as well as interlayer distances. Among the
Re surfaces discussed in this work, only clean Re(101¯0) and (112¯1) have been
studied by LEED [23, 105]. We are also not aware of any previous theoretical
studies on the clean Re surfaces.
In the next section, the energetics and geometries of different surfaces involved
in facet formation of Re(112¯1) are discussed. The stabilities are evaluated with
respect to the surface free energy (γ) defined in eq. (2.51) with Nads = 0. The
calculated γ of the different structures are given in Tab. 4.3. All slab geometries
were generated on the basis of the calculated lattice constants of a0=2.78 A˚ and
c0=4.48 A˚. All the results discussed in the following are based on the optimum
parameters (see Appendix A): A plane-wave basis set with an energy cutoff of
380 eV was used for all surfaces. The Brillouin zones of the (1×1)-surface unit
cells of Re(112¯1), (101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2) were sampled with (4×4), (5×8),







Re(101¯0)A-(1×3) single MR 216 –
Re(101¯0)A-(1×3) double MR 240 –






pyramids (Fig. 4.10 (a)) 234 272
ridges (Fig. 4.10 (b)) 225 261
Table 4.3: Surface free energies (in meV/A˚2) for Re surfaces obtained using the PBE
and LDA functional.
(4×8), and (3×3) Monkhorst–Pack k-point meshes. These surfaces were repre-
sented by 19-layer, 11-layer, 14-layer, and 30-layer slabs, respectively, separated
by at least 13 A˚ vacuum. For Re(112¯1), (101¯0), and (101¯1), the bottom four lay-
ers and, for (134¯2), the bottom fourteen layers were fixed at the calculated bulk
structure, and the geometry of the remaining layers was fully optimized.
4.2.1 Re(112¯1)
Experimentally, no reconstruction has been observed on clean Re(112¯1) [23].
LEED studies on clean Ru(112¯1) [106] also showed the same behavior of an
unreconstructed surface.
It can be seen from Fig. 4.5 that Re(112¯1)A and Re(112¯1)B are mirror symmet-
ric of each other and have the same surface termination. Therefore, we continue
our calculations focusing on Re(112¯1)A only. As expected, the calculated surface
free energy for Re(112¯1)A is larger with LDA than with PBE (see Tab. 4.3).
Our PBE calculation shows that the outermost layers are strongly contracted
(∆d12=–14.8%, ∆d23=–20.6%, and ∆d34=–15.7%). These contractions are com-
pensated by a very large expansion in the fourth interlayer separation (28.4%).
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Figure 4.5: 3D, top, and side views of (a) Re(112¯1)A-(1×1) and (b) Re(112¯1)B-(1×1).
The layers become darker with increasing depth.
4.2.2 Re(101¯0)/Re(011¯0)
The LEED patterns of clean Re(101¯0) show an unreconstructed (1×1) struc-
ture [105, 107]. On the other hand, as we had already discussed in Section 3.1,
different experiments indicated that the O/Re(101¯0) structure has a (1×3) peri-
odicity [63,64].
The different surface structures considered for clean Re(101¯0) are shown in Fig.
4.6. Besides the unreconstructed surfaces (Fig. 4.6(a) and (b)), we also studied
reconstructed Re(101¯0)A-(1×2) (Fig. 4.6(c)). This type of reconstruction is ob-
served on several 5d fcc(110) metals (see previous section). Since the experimen-
tally found (1×3) periodicity for O/Re(101¯0) could also be due to a correspond-
ing reconstruction of the surface, we also studied three differently reconstructed
Re(101¯0)A-(1×3) surfaces shown in Fig. 4.6(d)–(f): (i) every third top-layer row
was removed, (ii) every second and third top-layer rows were removed, and (iii)
every second and third top-layer rows as well as the second-layer row in the cen-
ter of each trough were removed. Interestingly, structure (iii) can be viewed as
{101¯1} microfacets at the (101¯0) surface. In the following these structures are
denoted as single, double, and triple MR (missing-row).
The calculated surface free energies for the clean surfaces are listed in Tab. 4.3.
Regarding the unreconstructed surface we find that Re(101¯0)A, which is more
closely-packed than Re(101¯0)B, is more stable by 68meV/A˚2. This observation is
in agreement with experiment [105]. DFT calculations with the LDA functional
for Re(101¯0)A give a surface free energy of 215meV/A˚2, which is 32meV/A˚2
higher than the PBE value. As we had mentioned in Section 2.4.4, in general,
cohesive energy is larger with the LDA than the GGA and thus higher free energy
is expected for surfaces with the former functional.
According to our PBE calculation, the separation between the outermost layers
of Re(101¯0)A is contracted by –16.1% (compared to the bulk layer spacing). This
is also in good agreement with the experimental value of ∆d12=–17% from the
LEED data by Davis et al. [105]. They also proposed that the separation be-
tween the second and third layer may be expanded by 1–2%. However there still
remains uncertainty on this conclusion. Our calculations show an insignificant
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contraction of 0.1% for d23.
It can be seen from Tab. 4.3 that clean unreconstructed Re(101¯0)A-(1×1) is con-
siderably more stable than all reconstructed surfaces. Thus, our results indicate
no preference for such kind of reconstruction of clean Re(101¯0). As we mentioned
above, the experimental studies also demonstrated that clean Re(101¯0) has an
unreconstructed structure, which is in line with the results for other 3d and 4d
hcp(101¯0) metal surfaces [108,109].
Figure 4.6: 3D, top, and side views of (a) Re(101¯0)A-(1×1), (b) Re(101¯0)B-(1×1),
(c) Re(101¯0)A-(1×2), (d) Re(101¯0)A-(1×3) single missing-row, (e) Re(101¯0)A-(1×3)
double missing-row, and (f) Re(101¯0)A-(1×3) triple missing-row surfaces. The layers
become darker with increasing depth.
4.2.3 Re(101¯1)/Re(011¯1)
A (1×2) reconstruction of the missing-row type (see Section 3.1) has been pro-
posed by Wang [7] for the O/Re(101¯1) facets, which are formed on oxygen-covered
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Re(112¯1). To determine whether Re(101¯1) reconstructs in its clean state we con-
sidered Re(101¯1)-(1×2) in addition to two different configurations of Re(101¯1)-
(1×1) (see Fig 4.7).
The surface corrugation of Re(101¯1)A-(1×1) is smaller than that of Re(101¯1)B-
(1×1). Therefore, the surface free energy of the former (213meV/A˚2) turned out
to be 30meV/A˚2 lower. Using the LDA exchange–correlation functional gives a
surface free energy of 245meV/A˚2 for Re(101¯1)A-(1×1), which is again higher
than the PBE value.
Regarding the surface structure of unreconstructed Re(101¯1)A, we calculated
(using the PBE functional) a relatively strong contraction of the outermost layer
separation (∆d12=–9.8%). In addition, a small contraction of 1.8% was obtained
for ∆d23. Unfortunately, there is no experimental data on the clean Re(101¯1)
surfaces to make comparison with our results.
DFT-PBE calculations yield a surface free energy of 226meV/A˚2 for the (1×2)-




Figure 4.7: 3D, top, and side views of (a) Re(101¯1)A-(1×1), (b) Re(101¯1)B-(1×1),
and (c) Re(101¯1)A-(1×2). The layers become darker with increasing depth.
4.2.4 Re(134¯2)/Re(314¯2)
Two configurations of this surface orientation are very open and have eight layers
of atoms exposed. It was found that with the PBE functional both configurations
have the same surface free energy of 217meV/A˚2. Interestingly, this value is
slightly lower than that obtained for Re(112¯1). The Re(134¯2) surface is much
more open than Re(112¯1) and one might expect the former structure to be less
stable. This result is probably due to the unique structure of Re(134¯2): The
(134¯2) surface is a vicinal (011¯1) surface with kinked steps and (011¯1) terraces
that are more close-packed than (112¯1) [7]. This picture is also supported by our
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DFT results (see Tab. 4.3), which show that the surface free energy of Re(134¯2)
is only slightly higher than that of Re(011¯1).
With the LDA functional the calculated γ for Re(134¯2)A is 34meV/A˚2 larger
than the corresponding PBE value. The changes in the interlayer spacings are
∆d12=–31.2%, ∆d23=–4.4%, ∆d34=–35.6%, and ∆d45=13.2%. Unfortunately,
again there is no experimental data on this surface to compare our values with.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8: 3D, top, and side views of (a) Re(134¯2)A-(1×1) and (b) Re(134¯2)B-(1×1).
The layers become darker with increasing depth.
4.2.5 Density of States for Re Surfaces
In Fig. 4.9 we show the density of states projected onto the d orbitals (d -PDOS)3
of the topmost surface atoms of Re(101¯0), (101¯1), (112¯1), and (134¯2), calculated
with the PBE functional. According to a simple tight-binding model, the band
width decreases with decrease in the coordination number of the atoms at the
surface. Therefore, as can be seen in Fig. 4.9, the d -band of the topmost surface
atoms is narrower compared to that of the bulk atoms. This narrowing of the d
orbital is more pronounced for more open surafces of Re(112¯1) and (134¯2).
3In Section 4.1.2 we have seen that DOS of Re system is comprised mainly of d -states.
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Figure 4.9: Partial density of states projected onto the d orbitals for different Re
surfaces. The grey shaded area corresponds to the the d -states of a rhenium bulk. The
energy zero shows the Fermi level.
4.2.6 Clean Rhenium Facets
The experimentally observed adsorbate-induced facets on Re(112¯1) (Fig. 4.10)
are thermodynamically stable in the clean state if the surface free ener-
gies of the substrate as well as those of the faces after facet formation
fulfill the condition of eq. (2.64). The facet tilt angles (ϑf ) and partial
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Schematic illustration of
(a) four-sided pyramids and (b) two-sided
ridges.
contributions to each nano-shaped
structure (Sf ), given in Tab. 4.4, were
used to obtain the overall γ of four-
sided pyramids and two-sided ridges
listed in Tab. 4.3. Both ϑf and Sf can
be measured experimentally or derived
geometrically (assuming bulk-truncated
unrelaxed pyramids). The ϑexp values
are not listed in Tab. 4.4 because of the
experimental difficulties to determine
this parameter [110]. The calculations
show that clean planar Re(112¯1) is
more stable than two-sided ridge-like
structures and nanopyramids by 5 and
14meV/A˚2. As already mentioned in Chapter 2, since the facets were observed
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to be rather extended we neglect the presence of edges and kinks, which act
as destabilization. Since these contributions are only relevant for the faceted
surfaces, we would predict that two-sided ridge-like structures and nanopyramids
are even less stable and the most stable clean surface to be most likely planar.
This is also in agreement with experiment observations, finding planar Re(112¯1)
without adsorption of an adsorbate. Using the LDA functional, the two-sided
ridge-like structures and nanopyramids are 6 and 17meV/A˚2 less favorable than
the planar Re(112¯1) surface. Therefore, we can conclude that these results are
not influenced by including the gradient corrections to LDA as it is the case for
the PBE functional.
Surface A [A˚2] Sexp Sgeo ϑgeo [◦]
Re(112¯1) 22.54 – – –
Re(101¯0)/(011¯0) 12.43 0.44±0.02 0.456 34.18
Re(101¯1)/(011¯1) 14.11 0.56±0.02 0.544 29.68
Re(134¯2)/(314¯2) 46.77 1.0 1.0 15.42
Table 4.4: Surface area A (per 1×1-unit cell (calculated)), partial surface contributions
(S), and tilt angles (ϑ) for the initial substrate and two types of nano-facets: two-
sided ridges consisting of (134¯2) and (314¯2) faces and four-sided pyramids consisting
of (101¯0), (011¯0), (101¯1), and (011¯1) faces. For S the experimentally measured and
geometrically derived values are given [111].
Chapter 5
Oxygen and Nitrogen-covered Re
Surfaces
In this chapter we discuss the oxygen and nitrogen-covered surfaces of Re(112¯1)
as well as those of Re(101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2) which constitute the four-sided
pyramidal and two-sided ridge-like facets (see Fig. 4.10) formed after the faceting.
The energetics for different overlayers and coverages on these surfaces are stud-
ied to gain insights into the stability of the adsorbate structures as a function of
coverage.
In our calculations, we used geometrical coverages Θ in GML, which are de-
fined as the number of adsorbate atoms per (1×1) substrate atom unit cell, thus
varying with surface orientation. For reconstructed surfaces, we also define Θ as
the number of adsorbate atoms per (1×1)-unit cell of the corresponding unre-
constructed surface. In comparison, experiments usually use physical coverages
(PML), where surface saturation is achieved with 1ML. Unfortunately, there are
no direct measurements of saturation coverages on Re surfaces studied in the
present work. However, in Section 6.2 we estimate relations between geometrical
and physical monolayers.
For the close-packed surfaces Re(101¯0), (101¯1), and (112¯1) coverages smaller than
1GML were studied, while for the Re(134¯2) surface orientation, which has rather
extended surface unit cells, we only investigated coverages larger than 1GML,
since interactions between adsorbates in adjacent unit cells are expected in this
case to be negligible. For systems with more than one adsorbate per (1×1)-unit
cell, several combinations of adsorption sites have been studied. These configura-
tions have been chosen by considering the calculated energies for lower coverages,
and then trying to find the lowest destabilization due to adsorbate–adsorbate
repulsion at higher coverages. All structures studied in this work are relaxed with
no surface symmetry constraints in order to find the lowest energy configuration.
The binding energies for all investigated oxygen or nitrogen adlayer configura-
tions on Re surfaces are reported in Tabs. B.1–B.24 (see Appendix B).
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In addition, for each surface we used the calculated binding energies of oxygen or
nitrogen at the various surface sites together with a cubic spline interpolation to
construct the full potential energy surfaces (PES). These PESs allow us to gain
insights into the trends of adsorbate diffusion.
The most stable structure at a given coverage of an adsorbate on a surface (here
assumed to be oxygen on the Re surface) is the one with the largest average
binding energy as defined by
Ebind = − 1
NO
[







where NO is the number of oxygen atoms in the considered unit cell, EO/Re−slab,
ERe−slab, and EO2 are the total energies of the oxygen-covered Re surface slab,
the clean Re surface slab, and the isolated oxygen molecule. According to this
definition a positive number indicates that the dissociative adsorption of oxygen
from gas-phase O2 is exothermic. In this chapter, we only show tables that present
the binding energies of O and N on the most stable structures.







Eibind(Θ = 1GML). (5.2)
From this value we can roughly estimate the adsorbate–adsorbate interaction
energy by evaluating E¯bind − Ebind.
In addition, it is interesting to study the differences in the density of states for
different adsorbate-covered surfaces. This is the aim of Section 5.5 of this chapter,
within which we will compare qualitatively the strength of O or N binding on
Re(112¯1), (101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2).
5.1 Re(112¯1)
As we had already discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, Re(112¯1) is the substrate
orientation onto which faceting occurs after adsorption of strongly interact-
ing adsorbates (oxygen or nitrogen). Therefore, before investigating the faces
of the different experimentally observed facets, we will discuss the adsorption
of oxygen and nitrogen on Re(112¯1)1. This will also allow us to clearly com-
pare the changes in surface stability introduced by the adsorbates, that finally
lead to the observed morphology changes. Fig. 5.1 displays thirteen probable
1In Chapter 4 we have seen that Re(112¯1)A and Re(112¯1)B have the same stability. There-
fore, here we continue our studies by considering one of these configurations (Re(112¯1)A) and













Figure 5.1: Top view of Re(112¯1) showing
all binding sites at which O and N adsorp-
tion has been studied.
binding sites that were considered in
the present work. We studied the
atomic adsorption of oxygen and ni-
trogen for coverages of 0.5, having ei-
ther (1×2) or (2×1) periodicity, as
well as 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0GML with
(1×1) periodicity. Figs. 5.2 and 5.4
present the most stable configurations,
for which the binding energies are
summarized in Tabs. 5.1 and 5.2. All
adsorption energies reported here are
calculated by eq. (5.1) (referenced to









Table 5.1: Binding energies (referenced
to 1/2O2) for oxygen on Re(112¯1) at differ-
ent coverages; only the most stable struc-
ture for each coverage is listed.
For coverages of 0.5 and 1.0GML, oxy-
gen prefers binding at two-fold bridge
sites (B5). The calculated binding ener-
gies for these structures are very sim-
ilar (0.5GML: 3.82 eV in the (1×2)-
1O adlayer and 3.81 eV in the (2×1)-
1O adlayer, 1.0GML: 3.85 eV) and since
Re(112¯1) is a rather open surface there
are still only weak adatom interactions.
The PES for the system with a single
oxygen atom per (1×1)-unit cell (Fig.
5.3) makes apparent that the adsorption
sites on the zig-zag rows are significantly
more stable than those in the trough.
In addition, we find that while an energy barrier of ∼ 0.7 eV is connected with
adatom diffusion along the zig-zag rows (path (a)), there is a very high barrier
of ∼ 1.4 eV for inter-row diffusion (path (b)).
When the coverage is increased to 2.0GML, O–O interactions become more pro-
nounced. For the most stable structure (Fig. 5.2(3)) the binding energy is 3.48 eV,
which is 0.19 eV smaller than the E¯bind value (see eq. (5.2)), approximating the
model system without O–O repulsion. At 3.0GML, as a consequence of repulsion
between adsorbates, the third added O atom per unit cell is moved into the H3-
position that was an unstable binding site at 1.0GML.
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Figure 5.2: Top views of the most stable structures of oxygen-covered Re(112¯1) with
different overlayers and coverages: (1a) (1×2)- and (1b) (2×1)-1O overlayer at 0.5GML,
(2) (1×1)-1O overlayer at 1.0GML, (3) (1×1)-2O overlayer at 2.0GML, (4) (1×1)-3O
overlayer at 3.0GML.
(a)(b)
Figure 5.3: Adsorption energy distribution (in eV and referenced to 1/2O2) for binding
1GML of atomic oxygen onto Re(112¯1). X and y are given in A˚. The arrows indicate









Table 5.2: Binding energies (referenced
to 1/2N2) for nitrogen on Re(112¯1) at
different coverages; only the most stable
structure for each coverage is listed.
The most favorable adsorption site for
N at 0.5 and 1.0GML is not the same
as for O adsorbate and found to be
the H4-site, where adsorbates bind to
one top-layer, the nearby second-layer,
and third-layer Re atoms finally result-
ing in a three-fold binding. Although
one might expect that similar to O ad-
sorbate the binding energy of N will
not change when going from 0.5 to
1.0GML, our calculations reveal a dif-
ferent behavior: the binding energy is
higher for 0.5GML (Fig. 5.4(1b)) than
for 1.0GML (Fig. 5.4(2)) by 0.18 eV. At
0.5 GML, (2×1)-1N is more favorable than (1×2)-1N adlayer by 0.15 eV, while
in case of O we found a very similar energy for these structures. After comparing
the geometry of these structures with that of the clean surface, we observed an
interesting effect. In the (2×1)-1N structure, some Re atoms on the zig-zag ridges
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(connected by arrows in Fig. 5.4(1b)), which are not bound to the adatom, reduce
their interatomic distance significantly by ∼ 0.13A˚. This behavior, which will be
discussed for Re(101¯0), Re(101¯1), Ir(311), and Ir(110) surfaces and which seems
to be more general for the late 5d elements, is known as row -pairing . On Re(112¯1)
lower binding energies are obtained for the (1×1)-1N and (1×2)-1N adlayers in
which the row-pairing is absent. In case of O, this effect is insignificant in (2×1)-
1O and thus the increase in adsorption energy on forming this configuration is
not observed.
Figure 5.4: Top views of the most stable structures of nitrogen-covered Re(112¯1)
with different overlayers and coverages: (1a) (1×2)-1N and (1b) (2×1)-1N overlayer at
0.5GML, (2) (1×1)-1N overlayer at 1.0GML, (3) (1×1)-2N overlayer at 2.0GML, (4)
(1×1)-3N overlayer at 3.0GML. The arrows indicate the Re atoms that move toward
each other upon relaxation.
The PES in Fig. 5.5 shows that the largest energy barrier for diffusion along the
–H4–B3–B5–H4– direction (path (a)) is ∼ 0.8 eV. In addition, unlike the oxygen
adsorbate, diffusion of nitrogen along the zig-zag rows (path (b)) is hindered by
a very high barrier (∼ 1.6 eV).
At 2.0GML, occupation of H4-sites is still preferred, while the second atom
binds at three-fold H1-sites (see Fig. 5.4(3)). Increasing the nitrogen coverage
to 3.0GML, we find the most stable structure (Fig. 5.4(4)) to be similar to the
one obtained for 2.0GML with the third N atom at T4, which again was an un-
stable site for N at lower coverages.
(b)(a)
Figure 5.5: Adsorption energy distribution (in eV and referenced to 1/2N2) for binding
1.0GML of atomic nitrogen onto Re(112¯1). X and y are given in A˚. The arrows indicate
different paths for N diffusion on the surface.
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We will briefly compare the binding energies versus coverages for N with O ad-
sorption on Re(112¯1). As Fig. 5.6 shows, at 1.0GML, there is a difference in the
absolute adsorption energy decrease compared to 0.5GML in the two systems,
which originates from the row-pairing effect as discussed above. In addition, a
rather similar decrease in the binding energy is observed for O and N in the
range 1.0GML ≤ Θ ≤ 3.0GML. This is due to the fact that adsorbate–adsorbate
repulsions for O and N seem to be qualitatively similar at these coverages.
Figure 5.6: Binding energy (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) as a function of oxygen
(left) and nitrogen (right) coverage on Re(112¯1).
5.2 Re(101¯0)
As mentioned in Section 3.1, annealing O-covered Re(112¯1) generates nanoscale
pyramids with {101¯0} and {101¯1} facet orientations. Here, we focus on the de-
tails of the atomic oxygen and nitrogen adsorption on Re(101¯0).2
Despite the similarities between hcp(101¯0) and fcc(110) surfaces, the former ori-
entation has been studied to a much lesser extent. On the Re(101¯0) surface
only few experimental studies have been performed [63,64], while so far no first-
principles calculation on this structure has been reported. Experimental studies
on O/Re(101¯0) (see Section 3.1) agree that a (1×3) structure is formed upon
oxygen adsorption on Re(101¯0). Since the experimentally found (1×3) periodic-
ity could also be due to the oxygen-induced (1×3) reconstruction of the Re(101¯0)
surface, we studied O adsorption on Re(101¯0)-(1×3), besides Re(101¯0)-(1×1). In
addition, reconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×2) was considered for comparison as well.
We focused on the following coverages, which were defined with respect to the
unreconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×1) surface area:
2In Chapter 4 we have seen that Re(101¯0)A is more stable than Re(101¯0)B. Therefore, here
we continue our studies by considering the former structure and for simplicity we refer to it as
Re(101¯0).
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• Θ=0.25, 0.33, 0.50, 0.66, 1.00, 1.33, 1.66, and 2.00GML on O/Re(101¯0)-
(1×1);
• Θ=0.50, 1.00, 1.50, and 2.00GML on O/Re(101¯0)-(1×2);
• Θ=0.33, 0.66, 1.00, 1.33, 1.66, and 2.00GML on O/Re(101¯0)-(1×3).
For nitrogen adsorption we considered the unreconstructed N/Re(101¯0)-(1×1)
surface for different coverages.
5.2.1 Unreconstructed O/Re(101¯0)-(1×1)
Figure 5.7: Top view of Re(101¯0)
showing all binding sites at which O
and N adsorption has been studied.
In order to determine the preferred binding
sites for oxygen adatoms on this surface,
we started our calculations considering
one adsorbate per (1×1)-unit cell. Fig.
5.7 shows several different binding sites at
which oxygen binding has been studied.
To check if the favorable adsorption site
is changed with coverage we additionally
evaluated the energies of adsorbates in
these binding sites at 0.50 and 0.25GML.
These results show that the preferred
binding site for O is a three-fold hcp
H1-site (see Fig. 5.7), where adatoms are
bound to two top Re atoms and to one Re atom in the second layer. Such
adsorption site was also found for O on Co(101¯0) from LEED analysis [108] and
on Ru(101¯0) by DFT calculations [109].
The structures of the overlayers considered for different coverages of O at the
H1-site are presented in Fig. 5.8, for which the binding energies are summarized
in Tab. 5.3. Reducing the coverage to 0.25GML, we focused on the (2×2)-1O
and c(2×4)-1O overlayers as shown in Figs. 5.8(1a) and (1b). In this case only
weak lateral adatom interactions can be expected. The binding energies of 3.76
and 3.75 eV we calculated for the (2×2)-1O and c(2×4)-1O oxygen adlayers at
the H1 sites are thus taken to represent the zero coverage limit.
Considering a coverage of 0.33GML, besides (1×3)-1O (Fig. 5.8(2a)), we
have checked a (3×1)-1O overlayer (Fig. 5.8(2b)). It turns out that the latter
configuration, with a binding energy of 3.66 eV, is 0.07 eV more stable than the
former. This preference might be explained by one of the following reasons: (i)
the strong O–O repulsion along each substrate row or (ii) the tendency of O
atoms to not share Re atoms along each substrate row.
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Table 5.3: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2) for oxygen adsorbed at three-fold
hollow H1-sites of the unreconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×1) surfaces with different overlayers
and coverages.
Figure 5.8: Top views of studied O/Re(101¯0) configurations for different coverages:
(1a) (2×2)- and (1b) c(2×4)-1O at 0.25GML, (2a) (1×3)- and (2b) (3×1)-1O at
0.33GML, (3a) (1×2)-, (3b) (2×1)-, (3c) c(2×2)-1O, and (3d) c(2×4)-2O at 0.50 GML,
(4a) (3×1)a-, (4b) (3×1)b-, and (4c) (1×3)-2O at 0.66GML, (5a) (1×1)-1O and (5b)
(2×1)p2mg-2O at 1GML.
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Figure 5.9: Top views of studied O/Re(101¯0) configurations for (1a and 1b) 1.33GML
in a (1×3)-4O overlayer, (2a and 2b) 1.5GML in a (1×2)-3O overlayer, (3a and 3b)
1.66GML in a (1×3)-5O overlayer. (4) is the most stable structure for 2GML in a
(1×1)-2O overlayer.
Among the different adsorbate structure possible with 0.50GML we stud-
ied: (1×2)-1O, (2×1)-1O, c(2×2)-1O, and c(2×4)-2O. Top views of these
configurations are shown in Figs. 5.8(3a)–(3d). The c(2×4)-2O structure is found
to be most stable, having a binding energy of 3.79 eV. This is in good agreement
with the results obtained by other groups for the O/Co(101¯0) (experiment) [112]
and O/Ru(101¯0) (theory and experiment) [109] systems. Oxygen adsorption on
Co(101¯0) at low coverages leads to a metastable c(2×4)-2O phase, which forms a
(2×1)-1O upon heating. LEED experiments and DFT calculations on Ru(101¯0)
also showed the existence of a c(2×4)-2O adlayer. It seems that with 0.50GML
the interaction between oxygen and Re(101¯0) is significantly stronger than that
between oxygen and Ru(101¯0) [109] by 0.98 eV.
For 0.66GML we modeled (1×3)-2O and (3×1)-2O overlayers as shown in
Figs. 5.8(4a)–(4c). In the (3×1) surface unit cell, we considered two different
structures, namely (3×1)a- and (3×1)b-2O. It was found that the (3×1)a-2O
configuration (Ebind = 3.61 eV) is most stable. Since the difference between the
binding energies of (1×3)-2O, proposed by experiments, and (3×1)a-2O is very
small, we suggest that both might be present on the surface.
At a coverage of 1.00GML, we considered the (1×1)-1O and (2×1)p2mg-2O
structures shown in Figs. 5.8(5a) and (5b). Our calculations indicate that the
former is more stable by 0.19 eV. The calculated binding energy of 3.60 eV for
(1×1)-1O is similar to the value obtained for the (1×2)-1O, (1×3)-1O, and
(1×3)-2O adlayers, showing minor impact of interactions between adatoms
bound to adjacent rows.
For coverages above 1.00GML, we focused first on structures with two O atoms
per unit cell (Θ=2.00GML) to obtain more knowledge about the interaction
between adsorbates. This information was then used to predict stable adlayer
configurations for the following coverages: 1.33 ((1×3)-4O), 1.50 ((1×2)-3O),
and 1.66 ((1×3)-5O) GML. At 2.00GML, a variety of adsorbate overlayers could
form. Using the position labeling of Fig. 5.7, several possible combinations of
distinguishable surface sites have been studied. Among these configurations
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occupying three-fold hollow H1- and H2-sites (Fig 5.9(4)) leads to the highest
adsorption energy of 2.76 eV. After that, we checked two most probable config-
urations for 1.33, 1.50, and 1.66GML as shown in Fig. 5.9(1a)–(3b). It turned
out that structures in which all adsorbates occupy H1-sites (Figs. 5.9(1a), (2a)
and (3a)) are energetically more favorable than those with adatoms at H2-sites
(Figs. 5.9(1b), (2b) and (3b)).
5.2.2 Reconstructed O/Re(101¯0)-(1×2) and -(1×3)
In order to find the most favorable structures for O on reconstructed Re(101¯0),
we studied oxygen binding at several possible adsorption sites as shown in Fig.
5.10 for single, double, and triple missing-row (MR) structures as described in
Chapter 4. The single MR structure is a combination of the Re(101¯0)-(1×1) and
the Re(101¯0)-(1×2) surfaces. This allows us to reduce the computational effort for
reconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×2) by studying only the most favorable arrangements
of oxygen atoms in the (1×2) part of the single MR surface. The binding sites on
Re(101¯0)-(1×2) are as labeled for single MR in Fig. 5.10.
Figure 5.10: Top views of (1) Re(101¯0)-(1×3) single MR, (2) Re(101¯0)-(1×3) double
MR, and (3) Re(101¯0)-(1×3) triple MR showing all binding sites at which O adsorption
has been studied.
We started our studies with one O per unit cell and found three-fold hollow





Table 5.4: Binding energies (referenced
to 1/2O2) for oxygen on the reconstructed
Re(101¯0)-(1×2) surface at different cover-
ages; only the most stable structure for
each coverage is listed.
H1-sites to be most stable for all
the considered reconstructed sur-
faces. A similar preference was also
observed for the Re(101¯0)-(1×1) sur-
face. While the calculated binding
energies at H1 are very similar for
single MR (Ebind =3.81 eV), double
MR (Ebind =3.84 eV), and triple MR
(Ebind =3.83 eV), slightly stronger bind-
ing (Ebind =3.89 eV) is obtained at this
site on Re(101¯0)-(1×2). Interestingly,
the energy differences between different
sites on each of the reconstructed
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coverage single MR double MR triple MR
(GML) Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV)
0.33 3.81 3.84 3.83
0.66 3.78 3.67 3.66
1.00 3.50 3.53 3.50 (Fig. 5.14(3a))
3.50 (Fig. 5.14(3b))
1.33 3.30 3.36 3.30
1.66 3.21 3.20 3.19 (Fig. 5.14(5a))
3.19 (Fig. 5.14(5b))
2.00 2.99 2.97 3.04 (Fig. 5.14(6a))
3.04 (Fig. 5.14(6b))
Table 5.5: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2) for oxygen on the reconstructed
Re(101¯0)-(1×3) surfaces at different coverages; only the most stable structure for each
coverage is listed.
surfaces are much smaller than those on Re(101¯0)-(1×1) for low coverages.
In order to explore the preferred overlayers with more than one O adatom per
surface unit cell, we considered several possible combinations of distinguish-
able surface sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.10) at each of these coverages. Figs.
5.11–5.14 summarize the most favorable structures obtained in our calculations
for different coverages of oxygen on the Re(101¯0)-(1×2) and -(1×3) surfaces.
The corresponding binding energies are plotted in Fig. 5.15 and are listed
in Tabs. 5.4 and 5.5. In Fig. 5.15 we also include the results obtained for
O/Re(101¯0)-(1×1). It can be seen from this figure that there are some wiggles
for coverages lower than 1.00GML on the unreconstructed surface. This is
related to the existence of row-pairing of Re atoms, which causes the binding
energies to increase by ∼ 0.1 eV at 0.25 and 0.50GML. Interestingly, Fig. 5.15
indicates that the adsorption energy of O is higher on the reconstructed surfaces
than on Re(101¯0)-(1×1) in most considered coverages (except at 1.00GML).
The advantage of the missing-row reconstruction is more significant at higher
coverages, indicating that additional O atoms prefer positions in the MR trough.
Therefore, at the highest coverage examined (2.00GML), the strongest binding
energy is obtained on the triple MR structure that has the deepest trough among
the studied structures.
A potential energy surface (PES) (Fig. 5.16) has been constructed with the
binding energies obtained for one oxygen per unit cell of the triple MR surface.
This plot makes apparent that O is more stable in the trough than on the
ridges. However, this preference is weaker for those sites in the bottom of
the trough. Since the energetic difference between H1 (the preferred position)
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and the B1 site on the ridges is large, we find that diffusion along path (a)
is unfavorable with a largest barrier of ∼ 0.8 eV. Interestingly, this plot also
shows that oxygen-diffusion along the –H1–H2–H1– direction (path (b)) is
hindered by a relatively low barrier of ∼ 0.45 eV. Therefore, diffusion is ex-
pected to occur predominantly along the ridges, rather than across the troughs.
Figure 5.11: Top views of the most stable O/Re(101¯1)-(1×2) structures for different
coverages: (1) 0.50, (2) 1.00, (3) 1.50, (4) 2.00GML.
Figure 5.12: Top views of the most stable O/Re(101¯1)-(1×3) single MR structures
for different coverages: (1) 0.33, (2) 0.66, (3) 1.00, (4) 1.33, (5) 1.66, (6) 2.00GML.
Figure 5.13: Top views of the most stable O/Re(101¯1)-(1×3) double MR structures
for different coverages: (1) 0.33, (2) 0.66, (3) 1.00, (4) 1.33, (5) 1.66, (6) 2.00GML.
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Figure 5.14: Top views of the most stable O/Re(101¯1)-(1×3) triple MR structures
for different coverages: (1) 0.33, (2) 0.66, (3a and 3b) 1.00, (4) 1.33, (5a and 5b) 1.66,
(6a and 6b) 2.00GML.
Figure 5.15: Binding energy (referenced to 1/2O2) as a function of oxygen coverage
on Re(101¯0).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.16: Adsorption energy distribution (in eV and referenced to 1/2O2) for
binding 1GML of atomic oxygen onto the Re(101¯0)-(1×3) triple MR surface. X and y
are given in A˚. The arrows indicate different paths for O diffusion on the surface.





















Table 5.6: Calculated binding energies (refer-
enced to 1/2N2) for nitrogen adsorbed at three-
fold hollow H1-sites of the unreconstructed
Re(101¯0)-(1×1) surfaces with different overlay-
ers and coverages.
We studied the adsorption of
atomic nitrogen on Re(101¯0)-
(1×1) with coverages of Θ=0.25,
0.33, 0.50, 0.66, 1.00, 1.33, 1.66,
and 2.00GML. Similar configu-
rations as for O adsorption were
considered (see Figs. 5.8 and 5.9).
The binding energies of N on
these structures are listed in Tab.
5.6.
As observed in the case of O
adsorbate, the preferred binding
site for N is also the three-fold
hcp H1-site. Furthermore, for all
coverages except for 0.66, 1.00,
and 2.00GML our calculations
show similar results to those
obtained before for O.
At 0.66GML (see Fig. 5.8), the
binding energy of nitrogen in
the (3×1)b-2N configuration
(Ebind = 1.69 eV) is more stable
over (3×1)a-2N by 0.1 eV, show-
ing a strong N–N repulsion in the
direction along the close-packed
Re rows, which can be further
confirmed by a significantly smaller binding energy (Ebind = 1.27 eV) for (1×3)
than for (3×1)a-2N.
For 1.00GML the (2×1)p2mg-2N is preferred with a binding energy of 1.61 eV.
The (1×1)-1N structure is less stable by 0.34 eV, showing a strong adsorbate–
adsorbate repulsion between nitrogen atoms within the troughs. Our results
for N/Re(101¯0) at 1.00GML are similar to those obtained for the O/Ru(101¯0)
system, where DFT calculations by Schwegmann et al. showed that the binding
energy in a (2×1)p2mg-2O configuration is higher than in a (1×1)-O [109].
Fig 5.18 shows PES for one nitrogen per unit cell (Θ=1.00GML). It can be
seen that diffusion of nitrogen along path (a) is hindered by a relatively high
barrier of ∼0.9 eV. In addition, the largest energy barrier for path (b) is ∼1.1 eV.
Therefore, N atoms would be strongly localized at H1-positions.
At 2.00GML, we found that the configuration where both nitrogen atoms occupy
H1-sites (Fig. 5.17) is most stable. The corresponding binding energy is only
slightly exothermic (Ebind=0.23 eV).
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Figure 5.17: Top view of the most stable structure of N/Re(101¯0) in a (1×1)-2N
overlayer at a coverage of 2GML.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: Adsorption energy distribution (in eV and referenced to 1/2N2) for bind-
ing 1GML of atomic nitrogen onto Re(101¯0). X and y are given in A˚. The arrows
indicate different paths for N diffusion on the surface.
Figure 5.19: Binding energy (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) as a function of oxygen
(left) and nitrogen (right) coverage on the unreconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×1) surface.
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We now compare (see Fig. 5.19) the adsorption energies versus coverages
for N with O adsorption on unreconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×1). It can be seen
that there are again wiggles for nitrogen coverages lower than 1GML due to the
row-pairing of Re atoms (at 0.25 and 0.5GML). A decrease in binding energy
with increasing oxygen and nitrogen coverage is observed between 1 and 2GML.
The drop in the binding energy is because of the repulsive lateral interactions
between adsorbates. We find these interactions to be more pronounced for N
than for O adlayers at high coverages.
5.3 Re(101¯1)
From LEED experiments, Wang et al. proposed that the Re(101¯1) facets, which
are formed in addition to the Re(101¯0) facets on oxygen-covered Re(112¯1) (see
Chapter 3), are reconstructed and have a (1×2) missing-row structure [7].










Figure 5.20: Top views of (1) Re(101¯1)-(1×1)
and (2) Re(101¯1)-(1×2) showing all binding sites
at which O and N adsorption has been studied.
unreconstructed Re(101¯1)-(1×1)3
and reconstructed Re(101¯1)-(1×2)
for different coverages: 0.25, 0.50,
1.00, and 2.00GML. The probable
binding sites at which O and N ad-
sorptions have been considered are
displayed in Fig. 5.20. The opti-
mized structures of the most sta-
ble configurations for the different
coverages are shown in Figs. 5.21,
5.22, 5.25, and 5.26. Tabs. 5.7–
5.10 summarize the correspond-
ing adsorption energies. To study
the stability of different sites we
started our calculations with 0.5GML on the unreconstructed and reconstructed
surfaces. At 0.25ML, we only considered the adsorption sites with higher binding
energies.
5.3.1 Unreconstructed O/Re(101¯1)-(1×1)
For (2×2)-1O overlayers with coverage Θ=0.25GML, the three-fold hollow H1
(Ebind=3.79 eV) sites are energetically preferred (see Fig. 5.21(1)).
3In Chapter 4 we have seen that Re(101¯1)A is more stable than Re(101¯1)B. Therefore, here
we continue our studies by considering the former structure and for simplicity we refer to it as
Re(101¯1).
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At a coverage of 0.5GML, we focused on the (2×1)- and (1×2)-1O adlayers
and found the former structure to be more stable. In this configuration oxygen
binds most strongly again at the H1-site (Fig. 5.21(2a)) for which we calculated
a binding energy of 3.80 eV. This value is very close to that already found for
0.25GML, which is related to a similar row-pairing of substrate atoms in (2×2)-
1O and (2×1)-1O and also a negligible interaction between oxygen adatoms of
different rows.
Interestingly, in case of the (1×2)-1O structure the H2-site (Fig. 5.21(2b)) be-
comes the most stable (Ebind=3.65 eV). In the (2×1)-O configuration with O
adatoms occupying the H2-positions adsorbate–adsorbate separation along the
same row is larger, but adsorption energy is 0.15 eV lower. We will address this
point later in the text when we discuss unreconstructed surfaces at higher cover-
ages and reconstructed surfaces.
At 1GML, the most favorable binding site for oxygen in the (1×1)-
1O adlayer is a two-fold B2-site (see Fig. 5.21(3a)), where oxygen binds
to one top-layer and one second-layer Re atoms, with a binding energy




0.50 Fig. 5.21(2a) 3.80
Fig. 5.21(2b) 3.65
1.00 Fig. 5.21(3a) 3.55
Fig. 5.21(3b) 3.53
Fig. 5.21(3c) 3.51
2.00 Fig. 5.21(4a) 3.12
Fig. 5.21(4b) 3.10
Table 5.7: Binding energies (referenced
to 1/2O2) for oxygen on Re(101¯1)-(1×1)
at different coverages; only the most stable
structure for each coverage is listed (see
Fig. 5.21).
structure with oxygen at H2 or H1
shown in Figs. 5.21(3b) and (3c). Al-
ready for the (1×2)-1O and (2×1)-1O
adlayers we have seen that H2 and H1
are the most stable adsorption sites, re-
spectively. In the following we compare
our results for 1GML with those ob-
tained for 0.5GML.
Due to the reduction in the O–O separa-
tion along the close-packed Re rows, the
binding energy at the H1-site is lower in
the (1×1) structure than in the (2×1)
periodicity. This can also be concluded
from a comparison of adsorption ener-
gies for (1×2) and (2×1) adlayers. The
similar binding energy of O in the (1×1)
and (1×2) at H1-site shows that ad-
sorbates along each substrate row have
very weak interaction with those along
neighboring substrate row. This is not
the case for the H2-site and we have stronger binding energy at this position in
(1×2) than in both (1×1) and (2×1). This might be attributed to the presence
of neighboring substrate rows on which adsorption of oxygen leads to a reduction
in the overall adsorption energy.
Using the position labeling of Fig. 5.20(1), five possible combinations of distin-
guishable surface sites have been studied at 2GML (see Tab. B.15). It was found
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that a configuration in which O atoms occupy the first and second favorable sites
(found at 1GML), B2 and H2, has the highest binding energy of 3.11 eV (see Fig.
5.21(4a)). A structure with adsorbed O at the first and third most stable sites
(see Fig. 5.21(4b)) is only 0.01meV less stable.
Figure 5.21: Top views of the most stable structures of oxygen-covered unrecon-
structed Re(101¯1)-(1×1) in different overlayers and coverages: (1a and 1b) (2×2) over-
layer at 0.25GML, (2a) (2×1) and (2b) (1×2) overlayer at 0.5GML, (3a-3c) (1×1)
overlayer at 1GML, (4a and 4b) (1×1) overlayer at 2GML. The arrows indicate the
Re atoms that move toward each other upon relaxation.
5.3.2 Reconstructed O/Re(101¯1)-(1×2)
On this surafce we began our investigation with the adsorption of one O
per unit cell (Θ=0.5GML in a (1×2)-O structure) and found that the three-
fold H2-site (Fig. 5.22(1)) is again the preferred site (Ebind =3.87 eV). The
adsorption energy of O at the H2-site in a (2×2)-O adlayer (Θ=0.25GML)
coverage Ebind
(GML) (eV)
0.25 Fig. 5.22(1) 3.90
0.50 Fig. 5.22(2) 3.87
1.00 Fig. 5.22(3) 3.60
2.00 Fig. 5.22(4) 3.19
Table 5.8: Binding energies (referenced to
1/2O2) for oxygen on Re(101¯1)-(1×2) at differ-
ent coverages; only the most stable structure for
each coverage is listed (see Fig. 5.22).
is only 0.03 eV lower, indicating
a weak lateral O–O repulsion
along the closely-packed rows.
The row-pairing of the Re atoms
in the topmost surface layer of
(2×2)-O is also negligible.
The binding energy at the H2-
site in the (1×2)-1O adlayer on
Re(101¯1)-(1×2) is 0.22 eV larger
than that in the same overlayer
on the unreconstructed surface.
This suggests that removing every
second row of topmost Re atoms
has a significant effect on the
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Figure 5.22: Top views of the most stable structures of oxygen-covered reconstructed
Re(101¯1)-(1×2) in different overlayers and coverages: (1) (2×1) overlayer at 0.25GML,
(2) (1×1) overlayer at 0.5GML, (3) (1×1) overlayer at 1GML, (4) (1×1) unit cell with
2GML.
oxygen binding energy at this site. This is in line with our results on the
corresponding unreconstructed surface, where we also found that the absence of
the binding to every second rows is more favorable for O atoms at H2 sites.
Regarding 1GML, among the studied systems (Tab. B.17) we find the structure
with oxygens at H2 and B4 (see Fig. 5.22(3)) to be most stable, giving a binding
energy of 3.60 eV. The corresponding E¯bind value is only 0.02 eV larger, which
shows that both oxygen atoms behave as almost independent adsorbates at this
coverage.
Figure 5.23: Binding energy (referenced to 1/2O2) as a function of oxygen coverage
on Re(101¯1)-(1×1) and -(1×2).
Finally, the preferred structure at Θ=2GML (Fig. 5.22(4)) with an adsorption
energy of 3.19 eV and E¯bind=3.52 eV shows much stronger interactions between
adatoms compared to the lower coverages (Θ=0.5 and 1GML).
The change in binding energy upon increasing oxygen coverage on Re(101¯1)-
(1×1) and -(1×2) is displayed in Fig. 5.23. Our calculations show influence of
removing entire atomic rows (going from the unreconstructed to the (1×2)-
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(a)
(b)(c)
Figure 5.24: Adsorption energy distribution (in eV and referenced to 1/2O2) for
binding 1GML of atomic oxygen onto Re(101¯1)-(1×2). X and y are given in A˚. The
arrows indicate different paths for O diffusion on the surface.
reconstructed surfaces): The adsorption energy of oxygen atoms on the recon-
structed structure is higher for all coverages. This preference remains almost
constant between 0.25 and 2.00GML. Therefore, our calculations qualitatively
support the experimental observation of a (1×2) reconstruction on the O-covered
{101¯1} facets.
Finally, a potential energy surface has been constructed with the adsorption ener-
gies obtained for one oxygen per (1×1)-unit cell of Re(101¯1)-(1×2) (see Fig. 5.24).
This plot shows that the energy barrier for diffusion between H2- and H5-sites
(path (a)) is only 0.25 eV, indicating that O atoms might diffuse between these
sites with a certain rate at elevated temperatures. Diffusion of O along the –H2–
H1–H2– direction (path (b)) shows an energy barrier of ∼ 0.45 eV, approximately
2.7 times lower than the largest energy barrier for the –H2–H5–H6–H5–H2– path-
way (path (c)). Therefore, at finite temperature O diffuses preferentially along




0.25 Fig. 5.25(1) 2.21
0.50 Fig. 5.25(2a) 2.07
Fig. 5.25(2b) 1.60
1.00 Fig. 5.25(3) 1.65
2.00 Fig. 5.25(4) 0.93
Table 5.9: Binding energies (referenced to
1/2N2) for nitrogen on Re(101¯1)-(1×1) at dif-
ferent coverages; only the most stable structure
for each coverage is listed (see Fig. 5.25).
For 0.25–1.00GML, nitrogen
binds most strongly at four-fold
hollow H3-sites (Figs. 5.25(1)–
(3)). Three-fold hollow H1- and
H2-sites are found to be signif-
icantly less favorable than the
H3-sites. Since there is a signifi-
cant row-pairing of the topmost
surface atoms (connected by
arrows in Fig. 5.25) in (2×2)-1N,
but not in the (1×2)-1N and
(2×1)-1N structures, a higher
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binding energy is obtained for 0.25GML than for 0.50GML.
At 0.5GML, the binding energy of the (1×2)-1N adlayer (Ebind =1.60 eV) is
considerably lower than that of (2×1)-1N (Ebind =2.07 eV), showing a notable
repulsion between adatoms along the close-packed Re rows.
Increasing the coverage to 1GML, we find a binding energy close to that
obtained for 0.5GML in the (1×2)-1N configuration. Therefore, we can conclude
that the interaction between nitrogen adatoms of different rows is small.
At 2GML, the structure shown in Fig. 5.25(4) is the most stable one
(Ebind =0.93 eV). This result is consistent with the higher binding energy of
nitrogen at H3- and H1-sites with respect to other adsorption sites at lower
coverages.
Figure 5.25: Top views of the most stable structures of nitrogen-covered unrecon-
structed Re(101¯1)-(1×1) in different overlayers and coverages: (1) (2×2) overlayer at
0.25GML, (2a) (2×1) and (2b) (1×2) overlayer at 0.5GML, (3) (1×1) overlayer at
1GML, (4) (1×1) overlayer at 2GML. The arrows indicate the Re atoms that move




0.25 Fig. 5.22(1) 1.90
0.50 Fig. 5.22(2) 1.60
1.00 Fig. 5.26(1) 1.36
Fig. 5.26(2) 1.36
2.00 Fig. 5.22(4) 1.03
Table 5.10: Binding energies (referenced
to 1/2N2) for nitrogen on Re(101¯1)-(1×2)
at different coverages; only the most stable
structure for each coverage is listed (see
Fig. 5.26).
By performing the same calculations
as those discussed for O adsorption we
find that the H2-site is also preferred
for N adatoms at 0.25 and 0.50GML
(Figs. 5.22(1) and (2)). As mentioned
in the previous section, on the un-
reconstructed surface, N binds most
strongly at H3-site in all considered
overlayers and coverages. Considering
0.25GML in the (2×2)-1N structure
and 0.50GML in the (1×2)-1N adlayer,
we find that missing-row reconstruction
stabilizes (destabilizes) the H2-sites (the
H3-sites) compared to Re(101¯1)-(1×1).
Since the row-pairing of the first layer
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atoms in N/Re(101¯1)-(1×2) is not considerable at 0.25GML and not possi-
ble at 0.50GML, the lower binding energy calculated for the latter coverage
is mainly due to the lateral N–N repulsions. The most stable structures for 1.00
and 2.00GML, which are different compared to those determined in O/Re(101¯1)-
(1×2), are shown in Figs. 5.26(a) and (b). The data obtained for N adsorption
on Re(101¯1) was used to plot the coverage dependence of the nitrogen binding
energy (Fig. 5.27). It turned out that the nitrogen adsorption energy is higher
on the unreconstructed surface than on Re(101¯1)-(1×2), from 0.25 to 1.00GML.
However, the adsorption of 2.00GML of N makes the (1×2) MR reconstruction
more stable. Unfortunately, there are no experimental studies on N/Re(101¯1) to
compare our results with.
We now analyze the PES (Fig. 5.28) for one nitrogen atom per unit cell of
Re(101¯1)-(1×1). This plot makes apparent that N prefers to be in the trough.
Since the energetic difference between the adsorption sites on the ridges and in
the troughs is substantial, the crossing of the ridge along path (a) is consider-
ably unfavorable. However, there is a relatively low energy barrier of ∼ 0.5 eV for
diffusion along –H3–B2–H3– direction (path (b)).
Figure 5.26: Top views of the most stable structures of nitrogen-covered reconstructed
Re(101¯1)-(1×2) in a (1×1) overlayer at 1GML.
Figure 5.27: Binding energy (referenced to 1/2N2) as a function of nitrogen coverage




Figure 5.28: Adsorption energy distribution (in eV and referenced to 1/2N2) for bind-
ing 1GML of atomic nitrogen onto Re(101¯1)-(1×1). X and y are given in A˚. The arrows
indicate different paths for N diffusion on the surface.
5.4 Re(134¯2)
Experimentally, it was found that nitrogen adsorption causes the Re(112¯1) surface
to become completely faceted, forming two-sided ridge-like structures (see Section
3.2). The orientations of the faces of the ridges are (134¯2) and (314¯2), which are
different from the facets found in the oxygen-induced faceting of Re(112¯1). To
complete our study of the faces which occur when the Re(112¯1) surface forms
facets, we investigate now the adsorption of atomic oxygen and nitrogen on
Re(134¯2)4 for coverages ranging from 1 to 6GML. There are a lot of different
sites on the Re(134¯2) surface. Fig. 5.29 shows 21 probable binding sites, which
we assumed as initial positions for O and N adsorbates. Our results are summa-
















Figure 5.29: Top view of Re(134¯2) showing all binding sites at which O and N ad-
sorption has been studied.
4In Chapter 4 we have seen that Re(134¯2)A and Re(134¯2)B have the same stability. There-
fore, here we continue our studies by considering one of these configurations (Re(134¯2)A) and
for simplicity we refer to it as Re(134¯2).











Table 5.11: Binding energies (referenced
to 1/2O2) for oxygen on Re(134¯2) at differ-
ent coverages; only the most stable struc-
ture for each coverage is listed (see Fig.
5.30).
Our calculations reveal that the most
stable binding site for 1GML is a three-
fold hollow H1-site (see Fig. 5.30(1)),
where each adsorbate binds to top, sec-
ond, and third-layer Re atoms, with a
binding energy of 4.03 eV. This value is
higher than that obtained at the similar
three-fold hollow H1-sites on Re(101¯0)
and Re(101¯1) at low coverages.
The O atoms are less stable at the lower
accessible positions below the surface-
plane of Re(134¯2). This can be seen in
the full PES (Fig. 5.31). As the PES
has been constructed with the binding
energies obtained for one oxygen per
unit cell, Fig. 5.31 reflects the case of
Θ=1GML. This plot shows that the en-
ergy barrier for diffusion between H1-
and B1-sites is only 0.1 eV, suggesting a mixed site occupation at finite temper-
atures. The largest energy barrier for diffusion along both directions (a) and (b)
is relatively high (∼ 0.8 eV). All other possible diffusion paths are considerably
unfavorable. Therefore, O atoms would be trapped in the H1- and B1-sites at low
temperature.
Figure 5.30: Top views of the most stable structures of oxygen-covered Re(134¯2) in
a (1×1) overlayer and different coverages: (1) 1GML, (2) 2GML, (3a and 3b) 3GML,
(4a and 4b) 4GML, (5) 5GML, (6) 6GML.
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As a consequence of the large surface unit cell of Re(134¯2), we observe a small
O–O repulsion for 2GML ≤ Θ ≤ 4GML. The calculated adsorption energy for
the most stable structures at Θ=2 (Fig. 5.30(2)) and 3GML (Fig. 5.30(3)) is 3.78
and 3.67 eV, which are both only 0.13 eV smaller than the corresponding E¯bind
values (see eq. (5.2)). At a coverage of 4GML, the most stable structure (Fig.
5.30(4a)) has a binding energy of 3.55 eV, which is only 0.07 eV lower than the
value obtained for E¯bind. For this coverage, the second favorable structure shown
in Fig. 5.30(4b) is 0.01 eV less stable.
A relatively strong O–O interaction between the adatoms is found for 5 and
6GML. At 5GML, in the preferred structure (Fig. 5.30(5)), where the fifth O
atom binds at the vacant H11-position on the configuration of Fig. 5.30(4b), the
binding site of one of the preadsorbed atoms changes from H6 to B7 during geom-
etry optimization (to minimize adsorbate–adsorbate repulsions). The relatively
strong O–O interaction between the adatoms is also confirmed by the calculated
binding energy of 3.38 eV, which is 0.21 eV lower than the E¯bind value. Finally,
the E¯bind − Ebind value increases to 0.39 eV at 6GML. In the next section, we
present the results of N/Re(134¯2) and compare the changes in the adsorption
energy introduced by O and N adsorbates.
(b)
(a)
Figure 5.31: Adsorption energy distribution (in eV and referenced to 1/2O2) for
binding 1GML of atomic oxygen onto Re(134¯2). X and y are given in A˚. The arrows
indicate different paths for O diffusion on the surface.
5.4.2 N/Re(134¯2)
For N-adsorbed systems we followed a similar procedure as described in the previ-
ous sections. It turned out that at 1GML the most stable binding site is different
from that predicted for oxygen adsorption. At this coverage, N prefers the H6-
position (Fig. 5.32(1)), where each adsorbate forms bonds to the second, third,
fifth, and eighth-layer Re atoms, finally resulting in a four-fold binding. The cal-
culated binding energy of N in the H6-site (Ebind=2.35 eV) is somewhat larger
than that in the H1-site (Ebind=2.07 eV) and B1-site (Ebind=2.03 eV). The PES
(Fig. 5.33) shows that N diffusion from H6-site to H1- or B1-site (path (a)) has
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a barrier of ∼ 0.5 eV. All other considered adsorption positions are significantly
less stable compared to H6, H1, and B1. We also find that the largest barrier







5 Fig. 5.32(5a) 1.22
Fig. 5.32(5b) 1.20
6 0.95
Table 5.12: Binding energies (referenced
to 1/2N2) for oxygen on Re(134¯2) at differ-
ent coverages; only the most stable struc-
ture for each coverage is listed (see Fig.
5.32).
trapped in the H6-sites at low temper-
ature, while they may also occupy H1-
and B1-sites at higher temperatures.
Interestingly, two and three nitrogen
atoms per unit cell give a low adsor-
bate density and therefore no N–N re-
pulsion is found in these coverages. At
2GML, a structure with nitrogen atoms
at H1- and H6-sites (Fig. 5.32(2)) has
the highest binding energy of 2.20 eV.
This is very similar to the value of
2.21 eV obtained for E¯bind. For 3GML
coverage, a structure where H9, H1, and
H6-sites (Fig. 5.32(3)) are occupied is
most stable. Here the binding energy of
1.89 eV is again very close to the value of
1.88 eV obtained for E¯bind. Interaction
between adsorbates becomes significant
at Θ=4GML. The binding energy of most stable configuration for this coverage
(Fig. 5.32(4)) is 0.14 eV lower than E¯bind=1.68 eV. The preferred configuration
for 5GML (Fig. 5.32(5a)) with a binding energy of 1.22 eV (E¯bind=1.49 eV) shows
an increasing N–N repulsion. The most stable structure obtained for the same
coverage of O on this surface (Fig. 5.32(5b)) is now 0.02 eV less stable. Finally,
at a coverage of 6GML, a notable difference is obtained between Ebind=0.95 eV
and E¯bind=1.63 eV.
From Fig. 5.34 it can be clearly seen that the binding energy decreases with
increasing N or O coverage. As mentioned in the previous section, there is a
weak O–O repulsion for 2GML ≤ Θ ≤ 4GML. The interaction between nitro-
gen adatoms for Θ=2 and 3GML is even much weaker. Therefore, the reduction
in binding energy for the low coverages is mainly due to the energy differences
between different occupied sites. The binding energy of N decreases slightly as
the coverage is increased to Θ=2GML and then it decreases rapidly (and almost
linearly) by increasing the coverage up to Θ=6GML. This trend is explained as
follows. At 2GML, besides already occupied H6-site, the second N atom popu-
lates H1-site, which is only 0.28 eV less stable than H6 while at Θ ≥ 3GML the
additional N adsorbates have to occupy the remaining vacant positions that are
considerably less favored compared to H1 and H6 (see Tab. B.19).
Furthermore, the drop in the adsorption energy is generally less significant for
oxygen than for nitrogen. To explain this difference, we note that the energy
differences of the various sites on Re(134¯2) are within 2.29 eV for N while they
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Figure 5.32: Top views of the most stable structures of nitrogen-covered Re(134¯2)
in a (1×1) overlayer and different coverages: (1) 1GML, (2) 2GML, (3) 3GML, (4)




Figure 5.33: Adsorption energy distribution (in eV and referenced to 1/2N2) for bind-
ing 1GML of atomic nitrogen onto Re(134¯2). X and y are given in A˚. The arrows
indicate different paths for N diffusion on the surface.
Figure 5.34: Binding energy (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) as a function of oxygen
(left) and nitrogen (right) coverage on Re(134¯2).
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are within 1.65 eV for O. Therefore, with increasing coverage additional O atoms,
accommodated further on Re(134¯2), pay smaller energetic penalty compared to
N atoms for populating the remaining vacant positions.
5.5 Density of States of Adsorbate-covered Re
Surfaces
In this section we will briefly compare in simple terms the binding energy of O
or N in the Re(101¯0), (101¯1), (112¯1), and (134¯2) surfaces. For this purpose we
analyzed ∆DOS, which is the difference between the density of states of the clean
DOS(Re) and the adsorbate-covered surfaces DOS(Re + O)
∆DOS = DOS(Re5d +O2p)−DOS(Re5d), (5.3)
as well as the projected density of states of Re and O atoms for the oxygen-
covered surfaces. Similar plots were also obtained for nitrogen adsorption. The
results are presented in Figs. 5.35 and 5.36. Since we have chosen the structures
with the low coverage of O or N, the adsorbate–adsorbate interaction is expected
to be small.
According to the qualitative picture of binding, the overlapping adsorbate–
substrate orbitals are split into bonding and antibonding levels. For each system,
a large ∆DOS peak due to bonding states is observed below the Fermi level (at
∼ –7 to –5 eV). The other smaller ∆DOS peaks, positioned above the bonding
feature, in which there is an overlap between the Re 5d and O or N 2p orbitals
might be due to the antibonding states.
As can be seen from Fig. 5.35, differences in the ∆DOS (and PDOS) plots be-
tween the O-covered Re(101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2) surfaces are difficult to identify,
showing that the strength of the covalent bonding between O and Re atoms is
similar for these orientations. This qualitative conclusion is in agreement with
the results obtained in the previous sections, where we found that the variation
in the binding energy of O on Re(101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2) is within 0.27 eV
(7%). Compared to these three systems, for O/Re(112¯1) we see that although
the bonding peak is closer to the Fermi level, the overlap between Re 5d and O 2p
orbitals is larger. Therefore, in this qualitative description, it is difficult to judge
whether or not oxygen binding is stronger in Re(112¯1) than in other surfaces.
Interestingly, it can be seen that the Re 5d peaks are larger for the O/Re(112¯1)
surface in which O occupies a two-fold site than for the other surfaces with O
atom sitting on a three-fold hollow site. The Re 5d peaks are almost similar for
O/Re(101¯0), O/Re(101¯1), and O/Re(134¯2).
In case of N adsorption (see Fig. 5.36), the bonding level is located somewhat
deeper (in energy) for Re(134¯2) and (101¯1) than for Re(101¯0) and (112¯1). In
addition, on the latter surfaces we observe a weak accumulation (∆DOS) peak
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at ∼ –3.2 eV, where there is an overlap of Re 5d and N 2p states, which may
be attributed to the occupied antibonding states.Therefore, these results are in
agreement with the calculated adsorption energies in the previous sections that
showed stronger interaction of adsorbate with substrate for Re(134¯2) and (101¯1)
compared to two other surfaces. Furthermore, the size of the bonding peak is
slightly larger in N/Re(134¯2) compared to N/Re(101¯1), indicating a higher ad-
sorption energy for the former system. In addition, the PDOS plots show that the
Re 5d peaks are larger for N/Re(101¯0) and N/Re(112¯1) than for N/Re(101¯1) and
N/Re(134¯2), reflecting higher coordinated adsorption sites on the latter surfaces.
Figure 5.35: ∆DOS and PDOS for O-covered Re surfaces. The energy zero shows the
Fermi level.
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Figure 5.36: ∆DOS and PDOS for N-covered Re surfaces. The energy zero shows the
Fermi level.
Chapter 6
Faceting of Re Surfaces
In the previous chapter, DFT calculations on the interactions between oxygen
or nitrogen and different Re surfaces were described. So far we did not take into
account the effects of temperature and pressure of the surrounding oxygen or
nitrogen atmosphere, which are expected to influence the overall surface stabili-
ties. In this chapter, we construct phase diagrams of Re surface structures in the
(p, T )-space by employing the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics approach as
described in Section 2.7.1.
The energies for the most stable configurations for each coverage of O or N on
Re(101¯0), Re(101¯1), Re(112¯1), and Re(134¯2) (see Chapter 5) are used to evalu-
ate the surface free energies as defined by eq. (2.51). As mentioned before, since
the temperature and pressure dependence of solid phases (surfaces and bulk) is
expected to be small compared to those of gaseous phases, we can approximate
the Gibbs free energies of the solid phases by the corresponding DFT-calculated
total energies. The surface phase diagrams are constructed by plotting the surface
free energies as function of the chemical potential of the corresponding gaseous
species referenced by ∆µgasx = µ
gas
x − 1/2Etotx2 (x = O or N). In order to allow for
a better comparison with experimental results, we use eq. (2.52) to convert the
chemical potential of the surrounding gas to a temperature scale for the partial
pressure at which the corresponding experiments have been conducted.
Plotting the surface free energy of a particular structure versus the chemical po-
tential of the surrounding gas phase yields a straight line. Since the slope of these
lines is proportional to the number of adsorbate, increasing the coverage leads
to an increase of the slope of the line. The most relevant surface structures are
then characterized by the lowest lying-line (lowest surface free energy). The sta-
bility range of phases is determined by the crossing points between these lines. If
we convert the chemical potentials of these crossing points to temperatures and
pressures by using eq. (2.52), an alternative plot is obtained, which shows the
(p,T )-conditions under which most favorable structures can form.
In the following sections, we proceed to the investigation of the full phase di-
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agrams for oxygen and nitrogen-induced faceting of Re(112¯1). In the case of
oxygen adsorption, experimental results (see Section 3.1) show that the faceted
structures are four-sided pyramids, consisting of (101¯0) and (101¯1) facets. While
O-covered Re(101¯1) has experimentally not been studied in detail, there are two
reports on the oxygen adsorption on planar Re(101¯0) (see Chapter 3), indicating
that, depending on (p, T )-conditions and oxygen exposure, O adsorption leads
to the formation of (1×3) overlayer on Re(101¯0) or facets parallel to the (101¯1)
plane. Therefore, here we first generate the corresponding phase diagram for
oxygen-induced changes in surface morphology of planar Re(101¯0) and make a
comparison with experimental observations. This helps us to understand the in-
fluence of the Re(101¯0) faces on the stability of pyramidal facets. Afterwards we
will focus on the phase diagrams for surface faceting on Re(112¯1) in the presence
of an O or N atmosphere.
6.1 Surface Phase Diagram of O/Re(101¯0)
By using eq. (2.51) together with the DFT-calculated total energies, we obtained
the surface phase diagram for O/Re(101¯0) (Fig. 6.1), where the surface stabilities
γ are plotted versus the chemical potential of the surrounding oxygen. Here, we
distinguish between clean and oxygen-covered surfaces of:
• unreconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×1);
• reconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×2) and -(1×3);
• two-sided ridge-like structures with (101¯1) and (011¯1) faces.
These surfaces have been already discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The surface
free energies for the faceted surface were projected onto the planar surface by
using the left side of eq. (2.64) with ϑgeo=25.47◦.
Since our focus is on oxygen adsorption on pure Re, the phase diagram is valid
in the oxygen chemical potential range, where the bulk oxide is not stable. To
evaluate this condition, we refer to Section 4.1.3 where the heat of formation of
ReO2 was calculated to be –2.24 eV per oxygen.
Fig. 6.1 indicates that at low oxygen chemical potentials the clean unrecon-
structed Re(101¯0)-(1×1) surface (see Fig. 6.2(a)), represented by a horizontal line,
is thermodynamically stable. Increasing the oxygen chemical potential results in
the formation of a c(2×4)-2O overlayer on unreconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×1) (see
Fig. 6.2(b)) between ∆µO = −3.67 and −3.56 eV. Further increase of the oxygen
chemical potential up to –1.85 eV does not change the preferred substrate struc-
ture but increases the coverage of the adlayer (see Figs. 6.2(c)-(d′)). Interestingly,
for ∆µO ≥ –1.85 eV, the (1×3)-6O overlayer on the reconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×3)
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triple MR surface (see Figs. 6.2(e) and (e′)) becomes stable. The surface phase
diagram makes also apparent that two-sided ridge-like structures with (101¯1) and
(011¯1) faces are not favorable at any oxygen chemical potential. Finally, from a
thermodynamic viewpoint ReO2 bulk-oxide should form at the oxygen chemical
potentials of ∆µO ≥ –2.24 eV.
Figure 6.1: Surface phase diagram for O adsorption on Re(101¯0) showing the surface





. The labels a–e′ refer to the surface structures of Fig. 6.2.
Figure 6.2: The surface structures for the stable phases of the O/Re(101¯0) phase
diagram presented in Fig. 6.1: (a) clean Re(101¯0)-(1×1), (b) c(2×4)-2O overlayer on
Re(101¯0)-(1×1), (c) (1×1)-1O overlayer on Re(101¯0)-(1×1), (d) (1×3)-4O overlayer
on Re(101¯0)-(1×1), (d′) (1×2)-3O overlayer on Re(101¯0)-(1×1), (e) and (e′) (1×3)-
6O overlayer on Re(101¯0)-(1×3) triple MR. The layers are indicated more dark with
increasing depth.
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In order to allow for a better comparison with experiment, the oxygen chemical
potential has been converted to temperature scales for oxygen partial pressures
of 1.3×10−7 and 10−13 atm as used experimentally by Zehner et al. [63] and Lenz
et al. [64], respectively. It can be seen that at an oxygen partial pressure of
1.3×10−7 atm (10−13 atm) no oxygen is adsorbed on the surface for T ≥ 1950K
(T ≥ 1500K). This high desorption temperature is directly related to the rather
strong binding energy of oxygen to Re(101¯0) (3.79 eV per 1/2O2). Since entropy
contributions that have been neglected here might become relevant as tempera-
ture rises, we expect a qualitative understanding of the stability of phases from
the phase diagram at high temperature regions (shown by red color in Fig. 6.1).
Therefore, in the following we will focus on the stability of phases at lower tem-
peratures.
At oxygen partial pressures of 1.3×10−7 atm and T=1300K, a (1×1) adlayer
with a coverage of 1GML adsorbed on the unreconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×1) sur-
face (Fig. 6.2(c)) has the lowest surface free energy. At this temperature the sta-
bility difference between this structure and (1×3)-4O as well as (1×2)-3O (see
Figs. 6.2(d) and (d′)) is rather small (5–8meV/A˚2). Therefore, according to our
phase diagram the (1×3) adlayer proposed by Zehner et al. at temperatures higher
than 1298K at a pressure of 1.3×10−7 atm may exist as a meta-stable phase. Fig.
6.1 also shows that for 1220K ≥ T ≥ 1040K there might be a coexistence of
the (1×3)-4O and (1×2)-3O adlayers on still unreconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×1).
Finally, at T ≤ 1040K, the reconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×3) triple MR structures
presented in Figs. 6.2(e) and (e′) appear to be thermodynamically stable. The
oxygen coverage on these systems, which have very similar surface free energies
(∆γ=0.6meV/A˚2), is 2GML. Although the surface free energy of the triple MR
surface was considerably larger compared to the unreconstruted surface in the
clean state, we find that the former structure becomes more stable by∼ 8meV/A˚2
when being covered with 2GML oxygen. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the triple
MR structures can be viewed as {101¯1} microfacets at the (101¯0) surface. Inter-
estingly, this kind of facets has been proposed by Zehner et al. at temperatures of
888K or higher at pO2=1.3× 10−7 atm. In their experiments they were not able
to determine the size of these facets. Our calculations indicate that the infinitely
large facets with {101¯1} faces do not appear as stable phases, but {101¯1} mi-
crofacets, exposing three Re layers, could form. Therefore, Re(101¯0)-(1×3) triple
MR is stabilized at high coverages because additional O atoms most probably
prefer binding at the edges of the troughs of this structure.
According to our calculations ReO2 bulk-oxide (having a orthorhombic structure)
is thermodynamically stable below 1240K1. Thus, the experimentally observed
1Unfortunately, we are not able to compare our theoretical decomposition temperature of
ReO2 with reported measurements. Although experimental studies by Magne´li [85] showed that
this structure is stable in the temperature range of 573–1323K, later, it was suggested that the
thermal decomposition of ReO2 undergoes the following disproportionation reaction 7ReO2(s)
←→ 3Re(s)+2Re2O7(g) [113–116].
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{101¯1} facets for T ≥ 888K might be due to kinetic limitations in the formation
of ReO2 bulk-oxide.
In comparison with the experimental results by Lenz et al. [64], who have pro-
posed the (1×3)-2O overlayer, we find the triple MR surface with a (1×3)-
6O structure to be the most stable in the phase diagram for T < 780K at
the experimentally used oxygen partial pressure of pO2=10
−13 atm. Although
they have not reported the temperature range at which an (1×3)-2O overlayer
was observed, it was stated that (1×3)-2O forms after annealing the system to
520K < T < 650K, which lies in the temperature range where the (1×3)-6O
structure on the triple MR surface is the most favorable.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of our results on choosing a different xc-
functional, we additionally calculated the most relevant surface structures with
the LDA functional and generated the equivalent surface phase diagram. Fig. 6.3
shows the stability range of different phases with respect to the temperature and
pressure evaluated using the PBE and LDA functional. It can be seen that al-
though with the LDA functional all phase transitions are shifted towards higher
temperatures (by 200–250K), the overall phase ordering and therefore the con-
clusions drawn above remain unchanged.
In conclusion, we could show that adsorption of atomic oxygen at a coverage of
2GML leads to a stabilization of the (1×3) missing-row-type reconstruction, be-
ing comparable to a nanofaceted surface exposing (101¯1) faces. At this coverage,
we find an O adlayer with a (1×3) periodicity on the Re(101¯0)-(1×3) triple MR
surface. Therefore, our results are consistent with the experimentally observed
{101¯1} facets and also the (1×3) overlayer on the Re(101¯0) surface.
In the next section, we use the energies of the most stable structures for
O/Re(101¯0) to plot the full phase diagram of oxygen-induced faceting of
Re(112¯1).
Figure 6.3: Surface phase diagrams for the Re(101¯0) surface in contact with an O gas
phase for the PBE and LDA exchange–correlation functional.
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6.2 SurfacePhaseDiagramof OandN/Re(112¯1)
The surface free energies for the faceted surfaces were calculated using the left
side of eq. (2.64) with the parameters for the partial surface areas and facet
tilt angles summarized in Tab 4.4. Each summand of this equation was evalu-
ated by using eq. (2.51) together with the DFT-calculated total energies, which
were obtained in the previous chapter. In our calculations we used geometri-
cal coverages Θ in GML, which are the number of adsorbed O/N atoms per
(1×1) unit cell, thus varying with surface orientation. In comparison, experi-
ments used physical coverages (PML), where surface saturation is achieved with
1 monolayer (ML). Unfortunately, there are no direct measurements of saturation
coverages on Re(112¯1); but using the highest possible oxygen/nitrogen coverage
phases from our calculated phase diagrams (prior to forming the corresponding
bulk compounds) to define saturation coverage, we obtain an atom density on
Re(112¯1) of 1.33×1015 atoms/cm−2 for oxygen and 0.89×1015 atoms/cm−2 for ni-
trogen. The former value is in good agreement with the available experimental
value of 1.32×1015 atoms/cm−2 for stepped Re(0001) at 350K [117]. Finally, this
leads to the following approximate conversion between geometrical (GML) and
physical monolayers (PML) for the Re(112¯1) substrate: 3GML-O≡1PML-O and
2GML-N≡1PML-N.
Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 show the surface phase diagrams including clean and
oxygen/nitrogen-covered planar or fully faceted surfaces of:
• the flat Re(112¯1) substrate;
• two-sided ridge-like structures with (134¯2) and (314¯2) faces;
• nanopyramids exposing (011¯0), (101¯0), (011¯1), and (101¯1) faces.
Any partially-faceted surface structure, such as the zig-zag chains with (112¯1) and
(101¯0) faces observed by STM after oxygen adsorption (see Section 3.1), were not
considered in the phase diagram since these do not represent thermodynamically
stable surface phases.
The phase diagram generated for oxygen-induced faceting of Re(112¯1) (Fig. 6.4)
shows that, above 1800K and at the experimentally used oxygen partial pressure
of pO2 = 5 × 10−10 atm, desorption of oxygen should occur. This high temper-
ature is related to the strong binding energy of oxygen to the Re(112¯1) surface
(3.85 eV per 1/2O2) and is consistent with the experimental observation that oxy-
gen desorption starts at T > 1300K. Despite this qualitative agreement, further
discussion is omitted here since at these rather high temperatures entropy con-
tributions that have been neglected for the adsorbed atoms might affect any con-
clusion obtained from the phase diagram. At lower temperatures (T ≤ 1130K)
oxygen-covered two-sided ridges with Re(134¯2) and Re(314¯2) faces as well as
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Figure 6.4: Surface phase diagram for O-induced faceting of planar Re(112¯1) showing
the surface free energy as function of the oxygen chemical potential referenced as ∆µO =
µO − 12EtotO2 . In order to distinguish between the surface morphologies, the solid, dot-
dashed, and dashed lines represent the planar substrate, two-sided ridges, and four-
sided pyramids, respectively.
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the four-sided nanopyramids with (011¯0), (101¯0), (011¯1), and (101¯1) faces show
comparable surface free energies, deviating by 2–3meV/A˚2, which is within the
accuracy of our calculations. While according to the phase diagram the oxygen
coverage on Re(134¯2) and Re(314¯2), forming the two-sided ridges, is 5.0GML
(0.83PML on the substrate), in case of the four-sided pyramids both (011¯1) and
(101¯1) faces are covered with 2.0GML oxygen and both (011¯0) and (101¯0) faces
with 1.0GML. The latter pyramids were also observed by experiments at 900K
(see Fig. 3.3). At this temperature the energy difference between the four-sided
pyramids and the two-sided ridges becomes more pronounced (see Fig. 6.4) with
a clear favor for the four-sided nanopyramids. However, according to our calcula-
tions ReO2 bulk-oxide becomes thermodynamically stable already below 1100K.
Thus, the experimentally observed structure at 900K might represent a meta-
stable phase possibly stabilized due to kinetic limitations in the formation of
ReO2 bulk-oxide.
Regarding the morphology of the oxygen-induced four-sided nanopyramids,
LEED studies showed that the (011¯1) and (101¯1) faces seem to be (1× 2) recon-
structed (see Section 3.1). Although in the theoretical phase diagram (Fig. 6.4)
the four-sided facets are based on unreconstructed (011¯1) and (101¯1) faces, our
calculations show that at high adsorbate coverages the reconstructed O/Re(101¯1)-
(1 × 2) surface with a missing-row structure that has been studied in Section
5.3.2 has a comparable surface energy as unreconstructed O/Re(101¯1)-(1 × 1).
Therefore, our calculations qualitatively support the experimental observation of
four-sided nanopyramids exhibiting (1×2)-reconstructed (011¯1) and (101¯1) faces.
Prior to discussing the results for N/Re(112¯1), we should mention that
experimentally N was deposited on Re(112¯1) using gaseous NH3, whereas our
phase diagram is based on adsorption of nitrogen from N2. The assumption of a
thermodynamic equilibrium with a N2 atmosphere is justified by the fact that all
nitrogen atoms desorbing from the Re surfaces combine to N2.
Figure 6.5 shows that, at nitrogen partial pressures of pN2 = 5 × 10−10 atm and
T ≥ 1080K, no nitrogen is adsorbed on the surface. This temperature is in
agreement with the experimental value of 1100K for desorption of nitrogen from
the surface, which according to our calculations should be planar Re(112¯1). For
comparison, clean facets of two-sided ridges and four-sided nanopyramids (see
Section 4.2.6) are less stable by 5 and 14meV/A˚2, respectively. As soon as ni-
trogen adsorbs below 1080K, facets become the thermodynamically preferred
phase (see Fig. 6.5). As observed experimentally, the stabilized nano-facets are
two-sided ridges, combining Re(134¯2) and Re(314¯2) faces. For the rather large
temperature range of 1080K > T > 280K these nanofacets are significantly
more stable than nitrogen-covered planar Re(112¯1) or four-sided nanopyramids
with (011¯0), (101¯0), (011¯1), and (101¯1) faces. The latter structure should, from a
thermodynamic viewpoint, form below 280K and above the temperature where
a potential Re-nitride becomes stable, however, at these low temperatures the
kinetic energy for overcoming possible barriers is rather low. Experimental ob-
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Figure 6.5: Surface phase diagram for N-induced faceting of planar Re(112¯1) showing
the surface free energy as function of the nitrogen chemical potential referenced as
∆µN = µN − 12EtotN2 . In order to distinguish between the surface morphologies, the
solid, dot-dashed, and dashed lines represent the planar substrate, two-sided ridges,
and four-sided pyramids, respectively.
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servations proposed that the facets start to form when the nitrogen coverage is
larger than 0.4–0.5PML at 5× 10−10 atm and temperatures above 700K. Under
these conditions the phase diagram shows phase c, which has 2GML of nitro-
gen on each face, to be thermodynamically stable. Projecting this coverage onto
the Re(112¯1) substrate would lead to 1GML, which converts to 0.5PML, being
in good agreement with the experimental value. Lowering the temperature (at
fixed pressure) does not cause the surface morphology to change, but leads to
an increase of the nitrogen coverage on the ridges. Although at lower tempera-
tures one would expect a bulk Re-nitride to become thermodynamically stable,
but, as mentioned in Section 4.1.4, such a stable compound cannot be obtained
directly from the elements [87]. Therefore we only shaded the high ∆µN-range in
the phase diagram.
Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 show the stability of different phases with respect to the temper-
ature and pressure evaluated using the PBE and the LDA exchange–correlation
functionals. Similar to the case of the O/Re(101¯0), the overall phase ordering
and therefore the conclusions drawn above remain unchanged when using LDA
functional.
In conclusion, we could reproduce the experimentally observed surface faceting
of Re(112¯1) and also provide quantitative information and physical insights into
the morphological changes of the facets with adsorbate, adsorbate coverage, and
annealing temperature. We could show that, by choosing an appropriate adsor-
bate and environmental temperature and pressure conditions, Re(112¯1) could be
fully faceted with either two-sided ridges or four-sided pyramids.
Figure 6.6: Surface phase diagrams for the Re(112¯1) surface in contact with an O gas
phase for the PBE and LDA exchange–correlation functional.
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Figure 6.7: Surface phase diagrams for the Re(112¯1) surface in contact with a N gas
phase for the PBE and LDA exchange–correlation functional.




As mentioned in Chapter 3, when atomically-rough Ir(210) is covered with more
than a 0.5 physical ML (PML) of oxygen and annealed to 600K, pyramidal
facets develop on the initially planar surface [14,22]. LEED and STM (Fig. 7.1(a))
revealed that these facets, which completely covered the surface, expose faces
of Ir(311), Ir(311¯), and Ir(110). Furthermore, the higher resolution STM-image
7.1(b) showed that, while the (311) and (311¯) faces are always unreconstructed,
some (110) faces are partially reconstructed. This superstructure was proposed
to be a ”stepped double-missing-row”-(110) surface [65].
(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: (a) STM derivative image (1000 A˚×1000 A˚) of O-covered faceted Ir(210)
prepared by flashing Ir(210) in O2 (5×10−8 Torr) to T > 1700K and subsequent cooling
it in O2 to 300K. Following a flash annealing in O2, facets form as the crystal cools
below ∼ 1150K. (b) STM scan (240 A˚×240 A˚) of one pyramid of O-covered faceted
Ir(210), showing the superstructure on the (110) facet. From ref. [23].
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7.2 Oxygen-covered Ir Surfaces
In this section we discuss the adsorption of oxygen on the different surfaces that
are involved in the facet formation, separately (Ir(210), (311), (110), and (110)-
superstructure; see Figs. 7.2, 7.4–7.6); these were all generated on the basis of
the calculated lattice constant of 3.90 A˚ (exp. [77]: 3.84 A˚).
In order to calculate the total energies of different surface structures, which are
required to draw the full (p, T )-surface phase diagram, similar to the case of
Re(112¯1) we performed DFT slab calculations using the CASTEP code [71] with
Vanderbilt-type ultrasoft pseudopotentials [49] and the generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA) exchange–correlation functional proposed by Perdew, Burke,
and Ernzerhof (PBE) [44].
Layer-converged supercells consisting of 16-layer slabs for Ir(210), 11-layer slabs
for Ir(311), 12-layer slabs for Ir(110), and 7-layer slabs for Ir(110)-superstructure
were used to model oxygen adsorption with different coverages and adlayer struc-
tures. To decouple the interactions between neighboring slabs in the supercell ge-
ometry, repeated slabs were separated by a ∼12 A˚ vacuum. For Ir(210), Ir(311),
and Ir(110)-superstructure, the bottom three layers and, for Ir(110), the bot-
tom four layers were fixed at the calculated bulk structure, and the geometry of
the remaining layers plus adsorbates was fully optimized (to < 0.03 eV/A˚). The
Brillouin zones of the (1×1) surface unit cells of Ir(210), (311), (110), and (110)-
superstructure were sampled with 10×8, 14×8, 14×10, and 4×4 Monkhorst–Pack
k-point meshes, respectively. Finally, a plane-wave basis set with an energy cutoff
of 340 eV was used.
Investigating the error sources related to slab thickness, vacuum size, plane-wave
cutoff, and k-point mesh, we found the maximum overall error bar in the surface
free energy to be < 5meV/A˚2 when using optimized values for each parameter.
The resulting binding energies are then used to generate the corresponding surface
phase diagram for which we used the facet tilt angles (ϑf ) and partial contribu-
tions to each pyramidal-shaped facet (Sf ) as summarized in Tab. 7.1. Regarding
the facets, two configurations are distinguished: (i) nanopyramids with (311),
(311¯), and (110) regular faces, and (ii) and nanopyramids with (311), (311¯), and
(110) superstructure faces, which both have been observed experimentally.
For our calculations, we use again geometrical coverages Θ in GML, which are
defined as the number of adsorbed oxygen atoms per (1×1) unit cell (see Figs.
7.2, 7.4–7.6) and vary with surface orientation. These are different than physical
coverages often used experimentally, where adsorbate saturation is defined as 1
ML. While for Ir(110) regular and Ir(311) 1 geometrical ML (GML) is approxi-
mately 1 physical ML (PML), for Ir(210), there is a 2:1 ratio (geom/phys)1, and
1With 2 geometrical ML on Ir(210), the resulting atom density of 1.2 × 1015 atoms/cm2 is
around the experimental saturation coverage of 1×1015 atoms/cm2 [14], therefore 2 geometrical
ML correspond to approximately 1 physical ML.
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for Ir(110)-superstructure the conversion is approximately 8:1.
Figs. 7.2, 7.4–7.6 show probable (highly symmetric) binding sites, which were
used as initial positions for the adsorbates, as well as the most stable adlayer
configurations, for which the binding energies are summarized in Tab. 7.2. All
oxygen binding energies reported here are with respect to half a gas-phase oxy-
gen molecule (similar to Re case).
Surface A [A˚2] S ϑexp [◦] ϑgeom [◦]
Ir(210) 17.00 – – –
Ir(311) 12.61 0.70 18.7±0.7 19.29
Ir(110) 10.75 0.30 19.0±0.9 18.43
Ir(311) 12.61 0.47 18.7±0.7 19.29
Ir(110)-superstr. 82.24 0.53 7.0±1.0 7.13
Table 7.1: Surface area A per (1×1) unit cell (calculated), partial surface contributions
(S) and tilt angles (ϑ) for two types of nanopyramids: those consisting of (311) and
(110) faces and those consisting of (311) and (110)-superstructure faces. For the tilt
angles, experimentally measured and geometrically derived (assuming bulk-truncated
unrelaxed pyramids) values are given (taken from Ref. [65]).
7.2.1 O/Ir(210)
We began our studies with DFT calculations on the adsorption of atomic oxygen
on planar Ir(210) with coverages of Θ=0.5, 1, and 2GML.
At 0.5GML we find that oxygen prefers binding at B-sites (see Fig. 7.2(1)), but
slightly shifted towards the H-position. This allows each adatom to form cova-
lent bonds to two top-layer Ir atoms and the nearby second-layer Ir atom, finally
resulting in a three-fold binding. In this configuration the binding energy per oxy-
gen atom is 2.11 eV. The next stable binding sites are the T-site (Ebind=1.78 eV)
and C-site (Ebind=1.76 eV), which are considerably less stable than the B-site.
Moreover, we find that oxygen is not stable at A-, D-, E-, and H-positions and dur-
ing geometry optimization moves to nearby positions: A→T, D→B, E→C, and
H→B. For those sites, the adsorbates were first fixed in the x- and y-directions,
and after preoptimizing the geometry, all constraints were removed in the final
optimization procedure.
At a coverage of 1GML, oxygen binds most strongly on top (T-site) of each
first-layer Ir atom (Ebind=1.78 eV) and at D-sites (Ebind=1.76 eV), which allows
the adsorbate to coordinate to two Ir surface atoms. Only slightly lower binding
energies were obtained for the C-site (Ebind=1.75 eV) and B-site (Ebind=1.74 eV).
At the remaining positions (A, E, and H), oxygen is not stable and moves to
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Ir2
Ir1 Ir3
Figure 7.2: Top views of Ir(210) showing all binding sites at which O-adsorption has
been studied (left), as well as the most stable structures for different coverages (right):
(1) 0.5GML, (2a–2d) 1GML, (3) 2GML.
nearby positions (A→T, E→C, and H→B). The similar binding energies for O
on B-, D-, and T-sites result in a lower barrier for O-diffusion along the –T–
D–B–D–T– direction. This unusual 1D oxygen diffusion may be the key to the
Figure 7.3: TPD spectra of O/Ir(210). Des-
orption has been performed at room tempera-
ture (taken from Ref. [14]).
experimentally observed higher re-
activity of Ir(210) for CO oxida-
tion compared to that of faceted
Ir(210), where the onset CO2 des-
orption temperature is much lower
on planar than that on faceted
Ir(210) [6].
When the coverage is increased to
2GML, a variety of oxygen over-
layers could form. Using the po-
sition labeling of Fig. 7.2, several
possible combinations of distin-
guishable surface sites have been
studied. Among these configura-
tions occupying A and C (see
Fig. 7.2(3)) leads to the highest
binding energy (Ebind=1.01 eV). In
this configuration, the adatoms
form a hexagonal-like structure.
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Interestingly, the A-site was found to be unstable at lower coverages (0.5 and
1GML). This might explain the presence of two peaks in the low coverage regime
of the O2 TPD spectra (see O2 TPD spectra for oxygen coverages ≤ 0.5PML
of Fig. 7.3, which has been taken from Ref. [14]). There the peak temperatures
are (roughly) 1200K and 950K for 0.5PML of O. However, it should be noted
that at higher oxygen coverages (> 0.5PML) the low temperature peak shifts to
a range between 780 and 900K and therefore might be due to desorption from
different faces of the faceted surface, since in this temperature range the surface
already converts to the nanofaceted structure (due to higher oxygen coverage of
> 0.5PML).
structure Coverage (GML) binding site Ebind (eV)
Ir(210) 0.50 B 2.11
(Fig.7.2(2a)) 1.00 T 1.78
(Fig.7.2(2b)) 1.00 D 1.76
(Fig.7.2(2c)) 1.00 C 1.76
(Fig.7.2(2d)) 1.00 B 1.74
2.00 A/C 1.01
Ir(311) (Fig.7.4(1a)) 0.50 A 2.16
(Fig.7.4(1b)) 0.50 A 1.71
1.00 A 1.72
Ir(110) 0.25 D 2.04
0.50 D 2.09
1.00 D 1.59




Table 7.2: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2), and sites for oxygen on Ir(210),
Ir(311), Ir(110), and Ir(110)-superstructure surfaces at different coverages. Only the
most stable structure for each coverage is listed (see Figs. 7.2, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6).
7.2.2 O/Ir(311)
On Ir(311) oxygen coverages of 0.5GML, having (1×2) or (2×1) periodicity, as
well as 1GML with (1×1) periodicity have been studied.
At Θ = 0.5GML, oxygen prefers binding at the A-site (bridge-site) in a (1×2)-O
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adlayer structure (see Fig. 7.4(1a)) for which we calculated a binding energy per
oxygen atom of 2.16 eV. Induced by the presence of the strongly interacting ad-
sorbates, there is a significant row-pairing of the topmost surface atoms, in which
the Ir-atoms, which are not bound to the same adatom, reduce their interatomic
distance by 0.12 A˚. The next stable surface sites are the three-fold hollow F-site
(Ebind=1.59 eV), where oxygen binds to two top-layer and one second-layer Ir
atoms and the on-top T-site (Ebind=1.27 eV). In contrast, oxygen is not stable
at B-, C-, D-, and H-sites and moves to the following nearby positions during
geometry optimization: B→A, C→A, D→E, and H→F.
Besides the adlayer arrangements discussed above, a coverage of 0.5GML can also
be achieved in a (2×1)-O structure (Fig. 7.4(1b)). Although in this configuration
the preferred binding sites are again A-sites, the adsorption energy of 1.71 eV
is 0.45 eV lower than with a (1×2) periodicity. This behavior can be explained
by the relatively strong O–O repulsion since along each second substrate row all
adjacent A-sites are occupied. Therefore, the row-pairing effect that was observed
in case of the (1×2)-O structure is absent now. Again, with the (2×1) periodic-
ity, F- and N-sites are less favorable positions compared to A-sites by 0.39 and
0.42 eV, respectively, and adsorption at B-, C-, D-, or H-sites is not stable at all.
Increasing the oxygen coverage to 1GML, we still find the A-site to be most sta-
ble with a binding energy per adatom of 1.72 eV (see Fig. 7.4(2)), which is almost
exactly the value obtained for 0.5GML in a (2×1)-O structure. Therefore, we
can conclude that even with 1GML oxygen on the surface the O–O interaction is
mainly due to adatoms being adsorbed on the same substrate row and that there
is a negligible interaction between oxygen atoms of different rows.
21a 1b
Figure 7.4: Top views of Ir(311) showing all binding sites at which O-adsorption
has been studied (top), as well as the most stable structures for different coverages
(bottom): (1a and 1b) 0.5GML, (2) 1GML.
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7.2.3 O/Ir(110)
We have recently studied the structure and stability of Ir(110) surfaces in contact
with an oxygen atmosphere by using density functional theory in combination
with the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics approach [118]. Although in these
calculations we found that for clean Ir(110) a (1×4) reconstruction is slightly
more stable than the unreconstructed (1×1) surface, the latter becomes more
stable as soon as oxygen adsorbs. Since in the present work the (110) faces are
only relevant for the nanofacets that form due to oxygen adsorption, in the fol-
lowing, we will not consider the reconstructed Ir(110) surface.
Considering several ordered oxygen structures, we always find the bridge site
(D-site) to be preferred (see Fig. 7.5). At 0.25GML, only weak lateral adatom
interactions can be expected. Therefore, the binding energy of 2.04 eV which
we calculated for a p(2×2)-O adlayer at the D-site should almost represent the
zero-coverage limit. As a consequence of the strong interaction between oxy-
gen and the surface, both Ir atoms to which the adatom binds are displaced by
0.07 A˚ away from the oxygen. This behavior (row-pairing), which we have al-
ready seen for Re surfaces and also Ir(311) surface, seems to be more general for
the late 5d-elements. Significantly lower binding energies were obtained for C-
(Ebind = 1.24 eV), B- (Ebind = 1.22 eV), and T-sites (Ebind = 1.16 eV).
321
Figure 7.5: Top views of unreconstructed Ir(110) showing all binding sites at which
O-adsorption has been studied (top), as well as the most stable structures for different
coverages (bottom): (1) 0.25GML, (2) 0.5GML, (3) 1GML.
At 0.5GML, c(2×2)- and p(2×1)-O are both more stable than the p(1×2)-O
adlayer, with binding energies per oxygen of 2.09 and 2.04 eV, respectively (oxy-
gen at D-sites). The geometry of the most stable configuration (c(2×2)-O) shows
good agreement with experimental measurements on the ”oxidized” Ir(110) sur-
face [119]. The expression ”oxidized” is usually used since there is still an ongoing
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debate whether oxygen is adsorbed on the surface or forms a surface oxide. For
the Ir–O distance and the vertical separation of the topmost substrate layers,
we calculate values of d(Ir–0)=1.97 A˚ and d12=1.31 A˚, which should be compared
to the corresponding experimental distances of 1.93 ± 0.07 A˚ and 1.33 ± 0.07 A˚.
This agreement is rather interesting since the experimentally prepared c(2×2)-O
structure is usually thought of being adsorbed on an already formed surface ox-
ide [119–123], while in our calculations we assume a pure Ir(110)-(1×1) surface.
At a coverage of 1GML, the D-site still remains energetically favored with bind-
ing energy of Ebind = 1.59 eV. Interestingly, the top site (T-site) becomes the
second favorable adsorption site (Ebind = 1.10 eV). In addition, the calculated
binding energy is significantly lower for 1GML than for 0.25 and 0.5GML by
0.45 and 0.50 eV, which is a direct consequence of a strong O–O repulsion.
7.2.4 O/Ir(110)-Superstructure
Experimentally, it was found that the (110)-faces of each nanopyramid consist
of regular Ir(110)-(1×1) but also a more rough surface structure. On the basis
of STM images and geometric considerations, Ermanoski et al. [65] proposed the
latter one to be a stepped double-missing-row Ir(110)-superstructure as shown
on the left side of Fig. 7.6.
To better understand the oxygen adsorption on this rather complex surface and
to add this structure to the full surface phase diagram (see section 7.3), we per-
formed DFT calculations on systems with up to four O atoms per unit cell, i. e.,
Θ = 1, . . . , 4GML.
Among the higher-symmetric surface sites indicated in the lower left model
of Fig. 7.6, a single oxygen atom per unit cell prefers to occupy F-sites
(Ebind=2.19 eV), which are bridge positions located directly below the last Ir-
atom of each stepped row. Interestingly, binding on-top of the row at the B-site,
which again allows for bridge-binding, results in an only slightly lower binding
energy of 2.12 eV. Therefore, we can conclude that, on this stepped surface, oxy-
gen is likely to be near the end of each row. However, there is a small barrier
of ∼ 0.2 eV to diffuse from B- to F-sites, which can be understood as a kind
of Ehrlich–Schwo¨bel barrier. The next stable surface site is the D-site with a
binding energy of 2.03 eV. Although this value is only 0.09 eV lower than the
binding energy at the nearby B-site of the same row, diffusion of oxygen along
the substrate-rows is hindered by a relatively high barrier of > 1 eV, thus again
leading to a strong localization of adatoms around the row-ends.
As a consequence of the rather extended surface unit cell of this structure, even
two oxygen atoms per unit cell give a relatively low adsorbate density. There-
fore, both oxygen atoms behave as almost independent adsorbates, and while
the first oxygen occupies a F-site, the D-site remains for the second oxygen (see
Fig. 7.6(2)). The weak O–O interaction is also confirmed by the binding energy
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per adsorbate of 2.11 eV, which is exactly the averaged value for binding a single
oxygen per unit cell at F- and D-sites (see above). Only slightly weaker binding
(Ebind=2.06 eV) is obtained with the more symmetric configuration of locating
oxygen atoms at B- and D-sites.
Adding a third oxygen atom per unit cell does not change the binding site of the
first two adsorbed atoms. Since most of the remaining vacant surface positions are
lower-lying with respect to the surface-plane, which are rather unfavorable surface
sites, the third atom binds at the second of both possible F-sites (see Fig. 7.6(3)).
For this F/F/D configuration, we calculated a binding energy of 1.96 eV per oxy-
gen. Compared to the previous systems with one or two oxygen atoms per unit
cell, this value is reduced, showing an increasing O–O repulsion. Caused by this
relatively strong O–O repulsion, an adlayer configuration in which the spacing
between the oxygen atoms is smaller (adsorbates at F-, F-, and B-sites) leads to
an 0.53 eV lower average binding energy.
Finally, with the knowledge obtained already, we studied two possible arrange-
ments with four oxygen atoms per unit cell: (i) at F-, F-, E-, and E-sites and
(ii) at E-, E-, C-, and C-sites. Since the O–O spacing in the first arrangement is
at average larger than that of the second configuration, we find the first struc-
ture (see Fig. 7.6(4)) to be 0.76 eV more stable with an average binding energy
of Ebind=1.31 eV.






Figure 7.6: Top and perspective view of the ”stepped double-missing-row” Ir(110)-
superstructure, showing all binding sites at which O-adsorption has been considered
(left), as well as the most stable structures for the different coverages (right): (1) 1GML,
(2) 2GML, (3) 3GML, (4) 4GML.
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7.3 Surface Phase Diagram of O/Ir(210)
The surface stabilities and oxygen binding energies for the different sur-
faces discussed in the previous sections and summarized in Tab. 7.2 [Ir(210),
Ir(311)/Ir(311¯), Ir(110), and Ir(110)-superstructure] were used to generate a full
phase diagram for surface faceting (see Fig. 7.7). There we distinguish between
clean and oxygen-covered surfaces of:
• planar Ir(210);
• nanopyramids with (311), (311¯), and (110)-regular faces;
• nanopyramids with (311), (311¯), and (110)-superstructure faces.
The surface free energies γ for the faceted surfaces were calculated using the left
side of eq. (2.64) with the parameters for the partial surface areas and facet tilt
angles listed in Tab. 7.1. Each summand of this equation was evaluated by eq.
(2.51) where the main temperature and pressure dependence is assumed to be
dominated by the oxygen chemical potential (eq. (2.52)). In order to construct
the phase diagram, the total surface free energy was plotted against the oxygen
chemical potential referenced by ∆µO = µ
gas
O − 12EtotO2 . The chemical potential was
then converted to a temperature scale for pO2 = 5× 10−11 atm, since most facet
formation experiments have been conducted under this pressure. The remaining
discussion is based on this condition.
Although experimentally the coexistence of (110)-regular and (110)-
superstructure was observed on the largest nanopyramids, we only consider the
extremes in which the entire (110)-faces of all pyramids are either (110)-regular
or (110)-superstructure (see above).
Since our interest is in clean or oxygen-covered surface structures, we concentrate
on the chemical potential range, where the IrO2 bulk-oxide (rutile-type structure)
is not stable. To evaluate this condition, we calculated the corresponding heat
of formation. The obtained value of ∆µO = 0.93 eV per oxygen atom is lower
than the experimental value of ∆H0f = 1.17 eV/O [124], which might be related
to the known difficulties of density functional theory to accurately describe the
O2 molecule. Therefore, we shifted the ∆µO-scale to match the experimental
value. This procedure only causes a modified reference for the oxygen chemical
potential, but does not change the conclusions, which are based on relative
stabilities.
The surface phase diagram (Fig. 7.7) shows that for temperatures above 1130K
no oxygen is adsorbed on the surface (phase a), which nicely agrees with the
experimental value of 1150K [14]. Although we find the lowest surface free
energy for a faceted surface in which the nanopyramids consist of (311), (311¯),
and (110)-superstructure faces, the second type of nanofacets as well as planar
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Figure 7.7: Surface phase diagram for the faceting of planar Ir(210), which shows the
surface free energy γ as function of the oxygen chemical potential ∆µO. It combines
clean and oxygen covered planar Ir(210) as well as two types of three-sided nanopy-
ramids: (311)/(311¯)/(110)-regular (red lines) and (311)/(311¯)/(110)-superstructure
(green lines). To avoid confusion only those phases (lines) are shown, which are most
stable (lowest lying) in their particular oxygen chemical potential range (labeled as
a–f). The models below the diagram sketch the surface structures and oxygen cover-
ages of these phases. Finally, for pO2 = 5 × 10−11 atm ∆µO has been converted to a
corresponding temperature scale given above the diagram.
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Phase Temp. range [K] Theoretically predicted structure
a 1130< T coexistence of planar and faceted Ir(210)
b 1070< T < 1130 nanofacets with 0.5GML oxygen on (311) and (311¯),
and 1.0GML on (110)-superstructure
c 1000< T < 1070 nanofacets with 0.5GML oxygen on (311) and (311¯),
and 2.0GML on (110)-superstructure
d 740< T < 1000 nanofacets with 0.5GML oxygen on (311) and (311¯),
and 0.5GML on (110)-regular
e 650< T < 740 nanofacets with 1.0GML oxygen on (311) and (311¯),
and 0.5GML on (110)-regular
f 575< T < 650 nanofacets with 1.0GML oxygen on (311) and (311¯),
and 1.0GML on (110)-regular
Table 7.3: Temperature ranges, structures, and oxygen coverages of the different sur-
face phases shown in the phase diagram Fig. 7.7. Note: For all surfaces 1GML refers to
1 adatom per unit cell, whose sizes are given in Tab. 7.1.
nonfaceted Ir(210) are only 3–4meV/A˚2 less stable. Since this energy difference
is certainly within the accuracy of the calculations, from the surface free energies
alone, no clear statement on the morphology of the clean surface is possible,
that is why, in Fig. 7.7, phase a has been assumed to show coexistence between
clean planar and clean faceted Ir(210). However, so far we have neglected energy
contributions from step-edges and kinks, which usually reduce the stability. Since
these contributions, which will be in the same energy range, are only relevant for
the faceted surfaces, we would predict the most stable clean surface to be planar
Ir(210). This is also in agreement with experiment observations, finding clean
planar Ir(210) at these high temperatures.
Below 1130K, adsorption of oxygen takes place, causing the formation or stabi-
lization of the nanofaceted surface. While facets formed at higher temperatures
consist of (311), (311¯) and (110)-superstructure faces (Fig. 7.7: phases b and
c), at lower temperatures facets with (311), (311¯) and (110)-regular faces are
stable (phases d–f). Formation at even lower temperatures leads to an increasing
oxygen coverage on the different facet faces, but does not modify the structure.
Finally, the IrO2 bulk-oxide appears as stable phase for temperatures lower than
575K [124]. Overall, we find the surface phases summarized in Tab. 7.3.
While we expect clean planar Ir(210) to be the stable phase at high temper-
atures, oxygen-covered planar Ir(210) might only be stable at temperatures
below 1050K and low adsorbate coverages. However, facets immediately become
stabilized if there is enough oxygen on the surface to generate phase b or c
of the phase diagram (Fig. 7.7), which means 0.5GML on both {311} faces
and 1.0–2.0GML on the Ir(110)-superstructure phase. Assuming that during
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facet formation no oxygen desorbs from the surface, this would convert to
∼ 0.9GML (0.45 physical ML (PML)) on the planar Ir(210) substrate, which
nicely agrees with the critical coverage for faceting of ≥ 0.5PML observed
experimentally [14, 22]. Moreover, the presence of the (110)-superstructure face
at temperatures of 1130K> T > 1000K is rather remarkable. On a planar
Ir(110) surface, this superstructure is always less favorable than regular (110),
but this is different for the faceted Ir(210) surface. There, the superstructure
forms on the (110)-side of the nanopyramids at higher temperatures, which
is a consequence of the non-linear dependency of the surface free energy on
the tilt angle (see prefactors on the left side of eq. (2.64)) and the fact that
the (110)-faces of the nanopyramids are already tilted with respect to the
(210)-substrate. Again, this behavior is observed experimentally [65].
In order to evaluate the influences coming from choosing the PBE exchange-
correlation functional, we additionally calculated the most relevant surface
structures with the LDA functional and generated the equivalent surface phase
diagram. Comparison shows that with the LDA functional all phase transitions
are shifted toward higher temperatures, without causing any changes in the
ordering of the stable phases. Furthermore, the stability ranges, respectively,
chemical potential ranges, of the different phases are almost the same with
both xc-functionals. Therefore, the conclusions drawn above are qualitatively
independent of the xc-functional.
In summary, we studied the surface stability of clean and oxygen-covered
surfaces of Ir(210), (311), (110), and (110) superstructure, which are involved
in the formation of nanopyramidal facets on Ir(210). The corresponding surface
phase diagram shows that for an oxygen partial pressure of 5×10−11 atm and
temperatures lower than 1130K, oxygen adsorbs on the surface, leading to the
formation of the experimentally observed three-sided facets. While at higher
temperatures these facets consist of (311), (311¯), and (110) superstructure faces,
at lower temperatures, the (110) face is found to be unreconstructed, leading to
(311)/(311¯)/(110) regular facets. Finally, lowering the temperature only leads to
an increasing oxygen coverage at the different facet faces.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Outlook
Controlling a desired nanometer-scale morphology of surfaces is an important
concept in surface science. Studies of adsorbate-induced faceting can provide a
step in this direction. Furthermore, faceted metal surfaces are interesting model
systems for studying structural sensitivity and size effects in catalytic reactions.
Experimental studies showed that planar metal surfaces that are rough on the
atomic scale, such as hcp Re(112¯1) and fcc Ir(210), become faceted when covered
by certain strongly-interacting gases and annealed at elevated temperatures. This
work aims to understand the adsorbate-induced faceting of these surfaces on the
basis of microscopic information. In the present work density functional theory
(DFT) calculations in conjunction with thermodynamic considerations were per-
formed to obtain an atomistic understanding of facet formation. By performing
an extended number of calculations we have determined structures and energetics
of all clean and adsorbate-covered surfaces involved in the faceting of Re(112¯1)
and Ir(210). In addition, for those surfaces, that showed indications for recon-
structions, we also investigated the possibility to induce or remove these recon-
structions by adsorptions. Using the obtained energies for the different surfaces
together with the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics approach, we investigated
the stabilities both of the planar substrates as well as the facets in the presence
of either surrounding O2 or N2 gas.
Our calculations confirm the recent STM measurements that, depending on the
nature of the adsorbate, showed distinct facets when the Re(112¯1) substrate is an-
nealed to elevated temperatures. Experimentally, four-sided pyramids are formed
in the case of oxygen adsorption while two-sided ridges appear after nitrogen
adsorption. For the clean surfaces, our results reveal a higher stability of planar
Re(112¯1) compared to both types of facets. This preference is in line with ex-
perimental observations and comes from the fact that anisotropy in surface free
energy is not high enough.
According to the theoretical phase diagrams, in case of oxygen one can tune be-
tween the planar substrate, two-sided ridges, or even four-sided nano-pyramids by
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setting the temperature and pressure conditions accordingly. The experimentally
observed four-sided nano-pyramids are more favorable than the other two possibil-
ities at 900K at the experimentally used oxygen partial pressure of 5×10−10 atm
and are possibly stabilized due to kinetic limitations in the formation of ReO2
bulk-oxide. In contact with a nitrogen atmosphere, under the experimentally used
temperature and pressure conditions (T ≥ 900K and pO2= 5 × 10−10 atm) two-
sided ridges are significantly more stable than the planar surface and four-sided
pyramids, which was the facet structure observed after oxygen adsorption. These
conclusions are in good agreement with the experimental results.
Furthermore, facet formation on Ir(210) induced by oxygen adsorption was stud-
ied. Under experimental temperature and pressure conditions (T ≥ 600K and
pO2 = 5 × 10−11 atm) oxygen adsorption on the Ir(210) surface leads to the for-
mation of the experimentally observed three-sided facets. In a narrow tempera-
ture range, a type of Ir(110) reconstruction is stabilized on one of the faces of
the nanopyramids. Interestingly, this structure is not favorable on a regular (110)
surface and is stable only on the facets.
In this thesis, by a very close collaboration with experimentalists, deeper insights
into surface faceting were obtained. The surface phase diagrams generated on the
basis of DFT calculations confirmed that the presence of adsorbates enhances
the anisotropy in surface free energy for the different orientations, which finally
causes the faceted surfaces to become thermodynamically favorable. We could
also show that by choosing an appropriate adsorbate and environmental tem-
perature and pressure conditions, the surface morphology could be tailored on
the nanometer-scale. Our calculations not only reproduce the experimentally ob-
served surface faceting, but also provide quantitative information and physical
insights into the morphological changes of the facets with adsorbate, adsorbate
coverage and annealing temperature.
This study has important implications for transition metal-based catalysts that
work under oxygen- or nitrogen-rich environments since the performance of the
catalysts is usually affected by their structures. Besides the catalytic properties
such nanostructured surfaces might provide a basis for bridging the gap between
nanoparticles and single crystal surfaces.
We believe that this work might stimulate further experimental work using these
surfaces as model systems for catalytic studies or as templates for growing nanos-
tructures. It is also desirable to extend this research to other transition metal
surfaces, which have applications in magnetic storage devices or sensors.
Appendix A
Convergence Tests
To determine the numerical uncertainties, we carefully checked the convergence
of the energetics of the bulk crystals and surfaces with respect to the energy
cutoff and k-point mesh. Additionally, similar tests were carried out to find the
minimal set for the supercell parameters (the number of layers and vacuum size)
required for an appropriate modeling of surface properties. This allowed us to
reduce the computational effort while understanding the accuracy.
A.1 Bulk Re
The calculated physical properties of bulk materials can be strongly influenced
by choosing different number of k-points and energy cutoffs. To find reasonable
parameters for Re bulk calculations, we obtained the cohesive energies for:
• a variety of energy cutoff values with a fixed number of k-points of 160,
corresponding to a 8×8×5 MP k-point mesh;
• different number of k-points (Nx×Ny×Nz Monkhorst-Pack (MP) k-point
meshes) for a fixed energy cutoff of 300 eV.
These calculations were performed with bulk unit cells with the following lat-
tice constants: a= b=2.76 A˚ and c=4.47 A˚ . The single Re atom, which is re-
quired for evaluating the cohesive energy, was modeled with a non-symmetric
16 A˚×17 A˚×20 A˚ supercell. Besides PBE, the same procedure was repeated for
the LDA exchange–correlation functional. The results are illustrated in Fig. A.1.
It can be seen that for both PBE and LDA the cohesive energy is converged
within 10meV/atom with an energy cutoff of Ecutoff=380 eV and 160 k-points in
the BZ, corresponding to a 8× 8× 5 Monkhorst-Pack grid.
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Figure A.1: Cohesive energy of Re as a function of energy cutoff (above) and number
of k-points (below) for the PBE and LDA functional.
A.2 Bulk ReO2
Similar to rhenium bulk, for ReO2 bulk-oxide we checked convergence of the heat
of formation with respect to the energy cutoffs and number of k-points. Heats of
formation were obtained for:
• a variety of energy cutoffs for a fixed number of k-points of 50, correspond-
ing to a 5×4×5 MP k-point mesh;
• different number of k-points for a plane wave cutoff of 380 eV.
These calculations were performed using lattice constants of a=4.8094 A˚,
b=5.6433 A˚, and c=4.6007 A˚ for ReO2 and a=2.78 A˚ and c= 4.48 A˚ for Re.
The results are presented in Fig. A.2. It is found that the heat of formation
is converged within 40meV (in both PBE and LDA) with an energy cutoff of
Ecutoff=380 eV and 50 k-points in the BZ, corresponding to Monkhorst-Pack grid
of 5× 4× 5.
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Figure A.2: Heat of formation of ReO2 as a function of energy cutoff (above) and
number of k-points (below) for the PBE and LDA functional.
A.3 Molecular Properties
To generate the (p, T )-phase diagrams for O and N/Re(112¯1) we needed to
evaluate the energetics of the isolated oxygen and nitrogen molecules. The
molecules (O2 and N2) and the corresponding atoms were modeled using fully
non-symmetric 16 A˚×17 A˚×20 A˚ supercells and considering one k-point for sam-
pling of the Brillouin zone. For both atoms and molecules we performed spin-
polarized calculations. It should be noted that quantities of interest such as equi-
librium bond length, binding energy, and vibrational frequency of the molecules
are strongly influenced by the energy cutoff. For each molecule we determined
these quantities for several Ecutoff by applying a polynomial fit to the obtained to-
tal energies versus bond length curves. The results are discussed in the following
sections.
A.3.1 Oxygen
Fig. A.3 shows the convergence of binding energy, bond length, and vibrational
frequency of O2 with respect to the energy cutoff for the PBE and LDA functional.
It can be seen that these quantities are well converged with an energy cutoff of
380 eV. The calculated physical properties at the optimum energy cutoff are given
in Tab. A.1. The binding energy of O2 (E
b
O2
) obtained with both functionals using
ultrasoft pseudopotential (USPP) are larger than the experimental value, which





Figure A.3: (1) Binding energy, (2) bond length, and (3) frequency of O2 molecule as
a function of energy cutoff for the PBE and LDA functional.
Method EbO2 (eV) dO−O (A˚) ω (cm
−1)
USPP-PBE 5.60 1.24 1570
USPP-LDA 7.21 1.23 1629
AE-PBE [125] 6.20 1.22 1527 [126]
AE-LDA [125] 7.56 1.21 1592 [126]
Expt. [127] 5.17 1.21 1580 [128]
Table A.1: The binding energy (EbO2), bond length (dO−O), and frequency (ω) for the
O2 molecule calculated using the PBE and LDA functional. The all-electron results
and experimentally measured values are included for comparison.
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the binding energy of O2 calculated by using DFT is that the exchange energy is
not very well approximated by LDA and GGAs in this system [129]. Fortunately,
quantities like O adsorption energy on a surface or surface free energy of O-
covered systems are obtained by differences in DFT energies and a significant
error cancellation is usually achieved in these kind of calculations.
Furthermore, other quantities (dO−O and ω) calculated by USPP are in good
agreement with both all electron (AE)1 and experimental results.
A.3.2 Nitrogen
Fig. A.4 shows the convergence of binding energy, bond length, and vibrational
frequency of N2 with respect to the energy cutoff for PBE and LDA. We see




Figure A.4: (1) Binding energy, (2) bond length, and (3) frequency of N2 molecule as
a function of energy cutoff for the PBE and LDA functional.
1All electron calculations were performed by using the WIEN2K code [78].
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calculated physical properties at this energy cutoff are given in Tab. A.2. Our
results for USPP-PBE agree well with those calculated via AE-PBE approach
and measured experimentally. As expected, the USPP-LDA overestimates the
binding energy of N2 compared to experimental value, but gives very similar
result to the AE-LDA.
Method EbN2 (eV) dN−N (A˚) ω (cm
−1)
USPP-PBE 10.19 1.11 2360
USPP-LDA 11.66 1.10 2457
AE-PBE [130] 10.38 1.11 2349.6
AE-LDA [131] 11.587 1.099 2384
Expt. [132] 9.9 1.10 2360
Table A.2: The binding energy (EbN2), bond length (dN−N), and frequency (ω) for the
N2 molecule calculated using the PBE and LDA functional. The all-electron results
and experimentally measured values are included for comparison.
A.4 Re Surfaces
As we mentioned in Chapter 6, the surface free energy (γ) is calculated to
compare the stability of different Re surfaces. This quantity can change strongly
with the plane wave cutoff, number of k-points, layer thickness, and vacuum
thickness. To find the optimum values for these parameters we checked the
convergence of γ for all Re surfaces involved in the faceting of Re(112¯1). The
convergence of each parameter was tested independently. All test calculations
presented below were performed only by using the PBE functional since similar
convergence behaviors are expected for LDA (see previous sections).
Although we have found that using the energy cutoff of 380 eV yields to
reasonably accurate results for Re, ReO2, O2, and N2 systems, it is noteworthy
to check this result for the surfaces. For each surface orientation the surface
free energies were calculated considering the same surface geometry (without
relaxation) assuming a variety of different energy cutoffs. For nitrogen-adsorbed
Re surfaces we only focused on N/Re(101¯0). In this case we expect similar results
as for the oxygen-covered surfaces, since we found that the physical quantities
of Re bulk as well as O2 and N2 molecules are converged with the same energy
cutoff. The surface free energy versus energy cutoff for O/Re(112¯1), O/Re(101¯0),
O/Re(101¯1), and O/Re(134¯2) is shown in Fig. A.5 and for N/Re(101¯0) is
presented in Fig. A.6. As we expected, the energy cutoff of 380 eV is sufficient
to yield converged results for all systems. At this cutoff, γ is converged up to
2meV/A˚2.
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Figure A.5: The surface free energy γ as a function of energy cutoff for the oxygen-
covered Re surfaces.
Figure A.6: The surface free energy γ as a function of energy cutoff for the N/Re(101¯0)
surface.
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Figure A.7: The surface free energy γ as a function of total number of k-points for
the oxygen-covered Re surfaces.
To test the number of k-points we used the optimum value of Ecutoff=380 eV.
We find from Fig. A.7 that with a total number of k-points of 8, 20, 16, and 5,
corresponding to 4×4, 5×8, 4×8, and 3×3 Monkhorst–Pack k-point meshes, the
γ is converged up to ∼ 7, 3, 3, and 4meV/A˚2 compared to the best obtained
values for Re(112¯1), (101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2) surfaces, respectively. Similar
convergence behavior is observed for these surface orientations. Therefore, we ex-
pect that uncertainties arising from the k-point sampling should be insignificant
when comparing the stability of (101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2) surfaces with each
other (due to error cancellation). A larger inaccuracy of ∼ 4meV/A˚2 is estimated
when comparing the stability of (112¯1) with the mentioned orientations.
Concerning the number of Re layers in the slab, we performed the convergence
tests for each orientation using the optimum energy cutoff and number of
k-points as found above. Fig. A.8 presents γ corresponding to the fully relaxed
oxygen-covered surfaces as a function of slab thickness. It turned out that slabs
with 19, 11, 14, and 30 Re-layers for Re(112¯1), (101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2) give
satisfactory results, showing convergence up to 2meV/A˚2.
In this work, for all Re surfaces, the vacuum size was always chosen ≥ 13 A˚. In
order to investigate how our results change when using supercells with a larger
vacuum thickness, we also tested a vacuum of 20 A˚. Changes in the surface free
energies were determined to be smaller than 0.5meV/A˚2 for any of the studied
orientations. Therefore, the vacuum size of 13 A˚ was found to be sufficiently
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large enough to separate periodically repeated slabs.




Binding Energies of O and N on
Re Surfaces
B.1 Re(112¯1)
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate
(1×2)-O (2×1)-O (1×2)-N (2×1)-N
binding site Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV)
H1 3.61 – 1.56 1.35
H4 3.66 3.78 1.68 1.83
B1 3.70 3.71 1.19 –
B3 2.58 – 1.22 1.38
B5 3.82 3.81 1.27 1.27
T1 3.44 – 0.04 –
H2 unstable – 1.00 –
H3 unstable – 0.80 –
T2 unstable – –0.10 –
B2 unstable – unstable –
B4 unstable – unstable –
T3 unstable – unstable –
T4 unstable – unstable –
Table B.1: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for the adsorption of
oxygen or nitrogen to different sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.1) on the Re(112¯1) surface at
0.5GML with (1×2) or (2×1) periodicity.
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oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate














Table B.2: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for the adsorption of
oxygen or nitrogen to different sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.1) on the Re(112¯1) surface at
1GML.
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate














Table B.3: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(112¯1) surface at 2GML. The binding sites are as
labeled in Fig. 5.1.
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oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate










Table B.4: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(112¯1) surface at 3GML. The binding sites are as
labeled in Fig. 5.1.
B.2 Re(101¯0)
B.2.1 Unreconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×1)
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate
(1×2)-O (2×1)-O (1×2)-N (2×1)-N
binding site Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV)
H1 3.71 3.61 1.67 1.33
H2 2.53 – 0.67 –
B1 3.55 3.05 1.14 0.52
B2 2.29 – 0.59 –
T1 3.29 – 0.09 –
T2 1.42 – -1.31 –
B3 unstable – unstable –
Table B.5: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for the adsorption of
oxygen or nitrogen to different sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.7) on the Re(101¯0)-(1×1)
surface at 0.5GML with (1×2) or (2×1) periodicity.
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oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate








Table B.6: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for the adsorption of
oxygen or nitrogen to different sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.7) on the Re(101¯0)-(1×1)
surface at 1GML.
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate







Table B.7: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(101¯0)-(1×1) surface at 2GML. The binding sites
are as labeled in Fig. 5.7.
B.2.2 Reconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×2)











Table B.8: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2) for a variety of oxygen configura-
tions on the Re(101¯0)-(1×2) surface at different coverages. The binding sites are as
labeled in Fig. 5.10(a).
Re(101¯0) 121
B.2.3 Reconstructed Re(101¯0)-(1×3)








































Table B.9: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2) for a variety of oxygen configura-
tions on the Re(101¯0)-(1×3) single MR surface at different coverages. The binding sites
are as labeled in Fig. 5.10(a).
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Table B.10: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2) for a variety of oxygen configu-
rations on the Re(101¯0)-(1×3) double MR surface at different coverages. The binding
sites are as labeled in Fig. 5.10(b).
Re(101¯0) 123









































Table B.11: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2) for a variety of oxygen configura-
tions on the Re(101¯0)-(1×3) triple MR surface at different coverages. The binding sites
are as labeled in Fig. 5.10(c).
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B.3 Re(101¯1)
B.3.1 Unreconstructed Re(101¯1)-(1×1)
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate






Table B.12: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for the adsorption of
oxygen or nitrogen to different sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.20(a)) on the Re(101¯1)-(1×1)
surface at 0.25GML with (2×2) periodicity.
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate
(2×1)-O (1×2)-O (2×1)-N (1×2)-N
binding site Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV)
H1 3.80 3.51 1.81 1.31
H2 3.50 3.65 1.45 1.41
H3 3.68 3.44 2.07 1.60
B1 3.61 3.37 1.19 –
B2 3.39 3.54 1.07 –
T1 2.90 – T1 0.18
B3 unstable – unstable –
T2 unstable – unstable –
Table B.13: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for the adsorption of
oxygen or nitrogen to different sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.20(a)) on the Re(101¯1)-(1×1)
surface at 0.5GML with (1×2) or (2×1) periodicity.
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate









Table B.14: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for the adsorption of
oxygen or nitrogen to different sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.20(a)) on the Re(101¯1)-(1×1)
surface at 1GML.
Re(101¯0) 125
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate







Table B.15: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(101¯1)-(1×1) surface at 2GML. The binding sites
are as labeled in Fig. 5.20(a).
B.3.2 Reconstructed Re(101¯1)-(1×2)
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate












Table B.16: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for the adsorption of
oxygen or nitrogen to different sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.20(b)) on the Re(101¯1)-(1×2)
surface at 0.5GML.
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate






Table B.17: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(101¯1)-(1×2) surface at 1GML. The binding sites
are as labeled in Fig. 5.20(b).
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oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate
binding site Ebind (eV) Ebind (eV)
H2/B4/H5/B2 3.06 0.67
H2/H3/H4/H5 3.19 1.03
Table B.18: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(101¯1)-(1×2) surface at 2GML. The binding sites
are as labeled in Fig. 5.20(b).
B.4 Re(134¯2)
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate























Table B.19: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 or 1/2N2) for the adsorption of
oxygen or nitrogen to different sites (as labeled in Fig. 5.29) on the Re(134¯2) surface
at 1GML.
Re(134¯2) 127
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate


















Table B.20: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(134¯2) surface at 2GML. The binding sites are as
labeled in Fig. 5.29.
oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate
binding site Ebind (eV) binding site Ebind (eV)
H1/B7/H11 3.58 H1/H6/H9 1.89
H1/H6/H9 3.58 H1/H6/H4 1.38
H1/B7/H7 3.51 H1/H6/H7 1.75
H1/B7/H4 3.33 H1/H6/H9 1.89
H1/B7/B6 3.67 H1/H6/H10 1.78
H1/H6/H11 unstable H1/H6/H2 1.72
H1/B7/H9 3.63 B1/H6/H9 unstable
Table B.21: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(134¯2) surface at 3GML. The binding sites are as
labeled in Fig. 5.29.
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oxygen adsorbate nitrogen adsorbate







Table B.22: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(134¯2) surface at 4GML. The binding sites are as
labeled in Fig. 5.29.
oxygen adsorption nitrogen adsorption
binding site Ebind (eV) binding site Ebind (eV)
H1/B7/B6/H7/H5 3.20 H1/H6/H9/H7/H2 1.06
H1/B7/B6/H7/H8 3.17 H1/H6/H9/H7/H5 0.81
H1/B7/B6/H7/H11 3.38 H1/H6/H9/H7/H11 1.20
H1/H6/B6/H7/H11 unstable H1/H6/B6/H7/H8 1.22
Table B.23: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(134¯2) surface at 5GML. The binding sites are as
labeled in Fig. 5.29.
oxygen adsorption nitrogen adsorption
binding site Ebind (eV) binding site Ebind (eV)
H1/B7/B6/H7/H11/H4 3.15 H1/H6/H9/H7/H11/H2 0.95
H1/B7/B6/H7/H11/H5 3.07 H1/H6/H9/H7/H11/H5 0.62
H1/B7/B6/H7/H11/H8 3.02 H1/H6/H9/H7/H11/H8 0.59
Table B.24: Binding energies (referenced to 1/2O2 and 1/2N2) for a variety of oxygen
or nitrogen configurations on the Re(134¯2) surface at 6GML. The binding sites are as
labeled in Fig. 5.29.
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Summary
Since high-index clean metal surfaces typically have lower surface atom densities
and higher surface free energies compared to the close-packed surfaces of the same
metal they can be used as the basis for surface reconstruction and facet forma-
tion studies. In this context, experiments performed by the group of Prof. Madey
from the Rutgers University revealed that on the Re(112¯1) and Ir(210) surfaces
strongly interacting adsorbates are able to induce the formation of well defined
nanostructures after annealing the system at elevated temperatures. Motivated
by these observations we used density functional theory (DFT) calculations to
study the adsorption of oxygen and nitrogen on the different surface orientations,
which are involved in the nanostructures on Re(112¯1) and Ir(210). The free en-
ergies of the various surfaces relevant for the faceting were then evaluated using
the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics approach that allows investigating of the
stability of surfaces being in contact with a surrounding gas atmosphere (reser-
voir), which is being characterized by a partial pressure p and temperature T .
For adsorbate-induced faceting of Re(112¯1), in a first step we studied the clean
and O or N-covered Re(112¯1), (101¯0), (101¯1), and (134¯2) surfaces by DFT to pro-
vide detailed information on the structure and energetics of a variety of adsorbate
coverages. Constructing the (p, T )-surface phase diagrams of Re(112¯1) in contact
with an oxygen or nitrogen atmosphere, we could reproduce the experimental
observations: Oxygen adsorption below 900K (pO2=5×10−10 atm) leads to four-
sided pyramids exhibiting (101¯0), (011¯0), (101¯1), and (011¯1) faces, while nitrogen
adsorption causes two-sided ridges, combining (134¯2) and (314¯2) faces, to become
thermodynamically favored at temperatures below 1080K (pN2=5×10−10 atm).
Regarding oxygen-induced faceting of Ir(210), we obtained the stability of clean
and oxygen-covered surfaces of Ir(210), (311), and (110). The corresponding sur-
face phase diagram showed that the experimentally observed three-sided pyramids
with one (110) and two {311} facets are stable over the entire temperature range
at which oxygen is adsorbed on the surface at coverages > 0.45 physical ML. At
high temperatures, STM images on the faceted surface revealed that some (110)
faces show a stepped double-missing row superstructure. Our calculations sup-
ported also this result: While at lower temperatures the facets consist of (311),
(311¯), and (110) regular faces, at higher temperatures the (110) face is found to
be reconstructed, leading to (311)/(311¯)/(110) superstructure facets.
Therefore, our results, which are in agreement with experimental observations,
suggest that by choosing appropriate adsorbate/substrate and (p, T )-conditions
it is not only possible to tailor the surface morphology, but also to stabilize new
surfaces.
Our work has important implications for Ir and Re-based catalysts that operate
under oxygen-rich or nitrogen-rich conditions since the structures of the catalysts
often affect their performance.
Zusammenfassung
Relativ zu dicht gepackten Oberfla¨chen besitzen saubere, hoch-indizierte Met-
alloberfla¨chen eine niedrigere Atomdichte an der Oberfla¨che und somit meist
auch eine ho¨here freie Energie. Deswegen kann man sie als Basis fu¨r Stu-
dien von Oberfla¨chenrekonstruktionen und der Facettenbildung heranziehen. In
diesem Zusammenhang konnte die Gruppe von Prof. Madey an der Rutgers
Universita¨t in New Jersey experimentell zeigen, dass auf Re(112¯1) und Ir(210)
Oberfla¨chen durch stark wechselwirkende Adsorbate in Kombination mit kontrol-
liertem Aufheizen wohl-definierte Nanostrukturen ausgebildet werden.
Motiviert durch diese Ergebnisse untersuchten wir mit Hilfe der Dichtefunktion-
altheorie (DFT) die Adsorption von Sauerstoff und Stickstoff an verschiedenen
Oberfla¨chenorientierungen, welche mit den Nanostrukturen von Re(112¯1) und
Ir(210) in Zusammenhang stehen.
Die freie Energie der verschiedenen fu¨r die Facettenbildung relevanten
Oberfla¨chen wurde anhand der “ab initio atomistic thermodynamics”-Methode
bestimmt. Diese erlaubt es, die Stabilita¨t verschiedener Oberfla¨chen in Anwesen-
heit einer Gasatmospha¨re (Reservoir), charakterisiert durch den Druck p und die
Temperatur T , zu bestimmen.
Um die, durch Adsorption induzierte, Facettenbildung der Re(112¯1) Oberfla¨che
zu untersuchen, wurden sowohl saubere als auch mit O- oder N-bedeckte
Re(112¯1), Re(101¯0), Re(101¯1) sowie Re(134¯2) Oberfla¨chen untersucht. DFT Sim-
ulationen fu¨r verschiedene Bedeckungen lieferten Informationen u¨ber die Struktur
und Energetik. Darauf aufbauend konnte ein (p, T )-Oberfla¨chenphasendiagramm
der Re(112¯1) Oberfla¨che in Sauerstoff- und Stickstoffatmospha¨re erstellt werden.
Die experimentellen Ergebnisse konnten reproduziert werden: Sauerstoffadsorp-
tion unter 900K (pO2=5×10−10 atm) fu¨hrt zu 4-seitigen Pyramiden mit (101¯0),
(011¯0), (101¯1) und (011¯1) Seitenfla¨chen. Bei Stickstoffadsorption bilden sich unter
1080K (pN2=5×10−10 atm) 2-seitige “Ridges” (Wa¨lle) mit (134¯2) und (314¯2) ori-
entierten Seitenfla¨chen aus.
Im Falle der sauerstoffinduzierten Facettenbildung auf Ir(210) untersuchten wir
saubere und O-bedeckte Ir(210), (311) und (110) Oberfla¨chen. Im dazugeho¨rigen
Oberfla¨chenphasendiagramm erkennt man, wie im Experiment, dass 3-seitige
Pyramiden mit einer (110) und zwei (311) Seitenfla¨chen u¨ber den gesamten Tem-
peraturbereich bei einer Sauerstoffbedeckung von u¨ber 0.45 physikalischen ML
am stabilsten sind. STM Bilder der Oberfla¨che zeigten, dass bei hohen Temper-
aturen manche der (110) Seitenfla¨chen eine Rekonstruktion (“stepped missing
double row structure”) besitzen. Unsere Berechnungen besta¨tigen auch dieses
Beobachtung: Wa¨hrend sich bei tiefen Temperaturen (311), (311¯) und (110) Seit-
enfla¨chen bilden, rekonstruiert die (110) Seitenfla¨che bei ho¨heren Temperaturen
und fu¨hrt damit zu (311)/(311¯)/(110)-rekonstruiert Seitenfla¨chen.
Diese Ergebnisse, welche in guter U¨bereinstimmung mit dem Experiment sind,
zeigen, dass bei geeigneter Wahl von Adsorbat und Substrat, sowie angemessener
Temperatur- und Druck-Bedingungen die Oberfla¨chenmorphologie gezielt ges-
teuert und sogar neue Oberfla¨chen stabilisiert werden ko¨nnen.
Diese Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit sind sicherlich relevant fu¨r Ir und Re-basierte
Katalysatoren, die unter sauerstoff- oder stickstoffreichen Bedingungen eingesetzt
werden, da die Struktur oft großen Einfluss auf die Leistung des Katalysators
haben kann.
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